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10 Faculty Perspectives on
What Works in Lecture Capture
“I was concerned
that streaming
courses may
encourage absenteeism but the
attendance has
been 100 percent, and they are all
viewing the lecture as well. I think
that is remarkable. It tells me the
students are interested in going
back for learning purposes.”
— Dr. Imran Currim
Chancellor’s Professor of Marketing
The Paul Merage School of Business
University of California, Irvine

“The fact that we
use Mediasite for
students to do
practice interviews,
role playing, peer
critiques, self and
faculty assessments helps our students stand out against other job
candidates. Of our students who
go into the workforce, the job
placement approaches 100 percent.”
— Deirdre Jones
Associate Director and Instructor
Schmidt School of Professional Sales
University of Toledo

“Mediasite levels
the playing field
for the distance
students, who
are every bit as
good—and in
many cases better—than campus
students. Learning via Mediasite,
they do well on exams, show

tremendous insight on projects and
ask provoking questions.”
— Dr. Douglas Montgomery
Regents Professor
Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering
Arizona State University

“Course offerings
are very intense
and highly visual.
Using Mediasite
our students end
up sitting at the
equivalent of an actual dental chair
with a front row seat. They can go
back into the lecture capture to a
point that’s important to them, and
have the faculty member, who has
just finished doing the demonstration,
right there to answer their questions.”
— Dr. James Craig
Professor and Educational Consultant
School of Dentistry
University of Maryland, Baltimore

“When you’re
getting ready to
stream a class,
your success is
going to depend
on your attitude.
If you come into it thinking this is
going to be pain and suffering, it’s
going to be a frustrating experience.
If you come into it with a more
positive attitude, you will have a
rewarding experience and grow as
an instructor.”
— Dr. Anne-Marie Lerner
Assistant Professor , School of Engineering
Univeristy of Wisconsin – Platteville

“I’m getting
extremely positive
feedback. We
have the person
speaking in one
window and the
slides very clearly presented and
in sync in the other window.
Mediasite has been absolutely
integral to us delivering this
seminar series to a worldwide
audience.”
— Dr. Glenn Geher
Professor/Director of Evolutionary Studies
State University of New York at New Paltz

“Here’s what I call
hybrid teaching. I
record a Mediasite
lecture and ask
students to view it
as homework.
Then when they come to class,
we use that time to engage in
active dialogue versus having just
a couple of minutes to answer
questions at the end. Having an
active discussion is an effective
and really appealing way to teach.”
— Dr. Christina Eyers
Assistant Professor
Central Michigan University

“The biggest
challenge from the
instructor view
was feeling that
people were judging
my teaching. But
as soon as students watched and
gave feedback I realized this isn’t
about judging. Mediasite captures

the classroom experience ‐ they
hear me, they hear their peers, and
they learn from that.”
— Dr. Jennifer Flatt
Associate Dean and Professor
University of Wisconsin – Marinette

“I could not
promote deep
learning in the way
that I do without
Mediasite lecture
capture. I’m using
video streaming for mentoring
messages, for coaching and for
lectures themselves.”
— Dr. Diane Zorn
Course Editor, York University

“Students like
the idea that,
when they did
meet in the
classroom, if they
had watched the
lecture captures ahead of time,
then they were able to use the class
time to talk to the faculty, and ask
more engaging questions.”
— Dr. Pamela Havice
Associate Professor, Clemson University

Get the full ebook at
sonicfoundry.com/whatworks

Mediasite enhances learning for
our students without changing
the way we teach.
Stephen Ashby
Multimedia Operations
Riverside City College
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Taking The Measure
Of OnLine educaTiOn

Oversight on the rise
Accreditors scramble to keep up
with expansion and demands for
quality control: B4

art, done Virtually

Online art programs teach students
the most tactile of skills—but skeptics
question how well do they do it: B6
A fast-growing, for-profit chain
of art institutes is under scrutiny: B7
n

a digital future
for foreign Languages?
Fully online classes are rare, but
colleges are trying new approaches
in language education: B10

community colleges
Offer an Online
gateway to success

A college in North Carolina develops a
program to better track its students and
help them understand how they learn: B14

u.s. soldiers
in afghanistan flock
to digital classrooms
Our correspondent meets some
of the service members who
study online, sometimes after
long and stressful days: B17

OPiniOn
The VirTuaL PrOfessOr

how effective
is Virtual Learning?

enlivening classrooms
with ‘social Pedagogy’

Robert W. Mendenhall, president
of Western Governors U., says
the real question is, How effective
is learning in general? B23

Derek Bruff offers an overview
of online tools to help students
engage with one another: B30

The Myth of the Techsavvy student

Take My Business
Plan, Please!

The Myth
of the Tech-savvy
student, continued

Let’s deregulate

Shai Reshef, founder of the free, online
U. of the People, wants other colleges
to follow suit: B24

Professors need to better prepare
today’s students to work in online
cultures, writes Ron Tanner: B32

An intense, competitive market
would weed out weak online
providers and lead to lower costs,
argues Burck Smith: B26

Brian Cowan explains why “digital
natives” aren’t necessarily digital
learners: B34

The data-driven
classroom

Why i gave up
Online Teaching

New evaluation tools are changing
online learning from an art
to a science, says Diane Auer Jones: B28

Nancy Bunge tried it—
and was underwhelmed: B36

fOruM

e-Learning
By The nuMBers

a rich array
of Online Tools
is rebooting
the curriculum

Data, demographics, and the
results of a survey of presidents
on the value of online learning: B20

Scholars offer up favorite
resources in math history, Homeric
poetry, and more: B37

The chrOnicLe crOssWOrd B38

a

spreads throughout
higher education, so have calls for quality
control and assessment. Accrediting groups
are scrambling to keep up (Page B4), and
Congress and government officials continue to scrutinize the high student-loan default rates and aggressive recruiting tactics of some for-profit, mostly online colleges (B7).
But the push for accountability isn’t coming just
from outside. More colleges are looking inward, conducting their own self-examinations into what works
and what doesn’t. Take foreign-language classes: So
many students are enrolling that colleges are blending new online approaches with traditional instruction, resulting in missteps as well as success stories
(B10).
s online learning

tried teaching online but wasn’t sold. Not everyone
has jumped on the bandwagon. But the head of the
new, free, online University of the People wishes
that more people would: He’s thinking big—real big
(B24).
Finally, you’ll meet some members of the U.S. military who are taking online courses while serving in
Afghanistan (B17). Apparently studying Shakespeare
makes for a nice break from negotiating with enemy
insurgents—and could lead to a college degree for a
U.S. Army sergeant named Tausha Britton.
It takes a strong team of editors, writers, and designers to produce a special issue like this one. We
hope you find it useful, and we welcome your comments.
—CAROLyN MOONEy,

Several community colleges, meanwhile, are using
online technology to keep an eye on at-risk students
and help them understand their own learning styles—
maybe the time has come for an online nanny? (B14)
And the president of Western Governors University

ediTOr’s nOTe
is pushing for better ways to determine what students
learn online, not just how much time they spend in
class (B23).
In this issue you’ll also find new strategies for
teaching and doing research online (starting on
Page B30), plus an account from one professor who

SENIOR EDITOR, SPECIAL SECTIONS

Cover illustration by Dave Plunkert for The Chronicle
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Online Programs
Face New Demands
From Accreditors
By ERIC KELDERMAN

I

Brian levin, House committee on education and tHe Workforce democrats

Michale S. McComis,
executive director
of the Accrediting
Commission
of Career Schools
and Colleges (above,
at a hearing):
“The Department
of Education has
a role to play, states
have a role to play,
and we have a role
to play.”

online education has a bad reputation. Accusations that some for-profit companies prey on unsuspecting students to rake in federal financial aid have led to image
problems for the sector. Critics see online education, offered in
particular by for-profit colleges, as the dark underbelly of higher
education, with the quality of Internet courses second to the greed of
unscrupulous investors.
And now the critics are counting on accreditors to clean up the problems.
The U.S. Education Department has issued new regulations to keep
distance educators in check, and has pressured the groups that accredit
colleges and universities to keep a tighter rein on those that offer online
courses. Members of Congress blame accreditors for lax oversight of
online programs that have engaged in alleged fraud and deception.
Accreditors counter that they are adapting to the fast-growing world
of online education by requiring colleges to prove that students learn
as much in distance courses as in face-to-face classes. Doubts about
the merit of online education are less about quality and more about the
business practices of for-profit colleges, the accreditors say. Because
of that, they argue, their agencies are being asked to regulate issues
outside their domain.
“What appears to be happening is that policy makers are asking accreditors to do things that they traditionally have not been doing,” says
Michale S. McComis, executive director of the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges, a national organization that accredits about 800 private, for-profit institutions. “The Department of
Education has a role to play, states have a role to play, and we have a role
to play,” he says. “Accreditation is not the only line of defense.”
n some circles,

A
Sen. Tom Harkin,
an Iowa Democrat,
called Bridgepoint Education a
“scam,” citing its
high dropout rate,
low per-student
spending, and eyepopping executive
compensation.
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has evolved as
such programs have grown from a small niche in higher
education to a staple at both nonprofit and for-profit colleges. The current tensions are just the latest surrounding
the academic-accreditation process, which has involved a
patchwork of accrediting groups and competing interests since it took
root, in the late 19th century. Accreditation sets basic standards of
academic quality, and then peer-reviewers assess whether colleges are
meeting those standards, which vary by the type of accrediting agency.
There are now six regional accrediting groups, which oversee a wide
range of institutions, including community colleges, research universities, and for-profit colleges. There are also seven national accreditors
that focus on a particular type of institutional mission, such as the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges and the Distance Education Training Council, which accredits only colleges that
offer most of their courses online.
Regulatory requirements for accreditation increased with the college-enrollment booms that followed World War II, further complicating the process.
In particular, the 1965 Higher Education Act made students’ eligibility for federal student aid contingent upon their colleges’ accreditation.
When online learning got under way, in the 1990s, the attitude of
most accrediting groups was to treat it like something completely different from classroom learning, says Philip A. Schmidt, associate provost for compliance and accreditation at Western Governors University.
(See related essay on Page B23.) The public, all-online university, which
ccreditation of online courses

Haraz n. GHanBari, aP PHoto
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began offering courses to a few hundred students in 1999, now enrolls
more than 25,000 students from across the country and is accredited by
the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities, one of the
six regional accrediting agencies, and also by the Distance Education
Training Council.
When online learning “was something very new, 15 years ago, we
thought, Whoa, we need to look at this,” says Sylvia Manning, president of the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. The regional accrediting group counts
all but a few of the nation’s largest for-profit colleges among its member
institutions.
The six regional accrediting agencies responded to the early growth
of distance education by adopting in 2001 a common set of broad
standards meant to determine if a college is well suited to offer online courses and if it is using the best practices to deliver them. Those
guidelines, which were revised in 2006, recommend, for example, that
colleges show evidence that faculty members who teach online courses
have been appropriately trained to use the medium, and that studentsupport services are sufficient.
Until the past year, students were flocking to online education.
Nearly a third of all students in higher education took at least one
course online in 2009, according to an annual report of the Sloan Consortium, a nonprofit group that studies and promotes online learning.
As overall college enrollments grew 2 percent from 2008 to 2009, the
number of students in online courses increased by 21 percent, the
Sloan study found. Nearly two-thirds of the colleges surveyed—both
for-profit and nonprofit—said online learning was a critical part of
their strategic plans.
And with the growth of distance education, accreditors have begun
to realize that online courses can be just as good, or as bad, as faceto-face courses, says Ms. Manning. Instead of focusing solely on the
differences in the two settings, she says, accreditors are moving to consider what students are learning in both sectors.
But many people still recognize that online education must
improve in key areas of retention
and graduation, says Thomas J.
Snyder, president of Ivy Tech
Community College, in Indiana, which has had a 60-percent
increase in enrollment in online courses over the past five years. Ivy
Tech, the state’s public, two-year college system, has put in place extra
assessments to determine whether students are prepared for the selfdiscipline and demands of online courses.
With large numbers of students dropping out of online programs, determining which students will succeed has become a widespread concern,
says Mr. McComis, of the accrediting group for career colleges. “What
we’ve always said … is that online education is not for everybody.”

receiving too much credit for the short duration of the courses.
The inspector general’s report sparked a Congressional hearing in
June 2010—one of many held by Democrats to probe the practices
of for-profit colleges and online education and accreditation—and a
stricter new rule defining credit hours.
Accreditors were also brought before Congress in August 2010,
when an investigation by the Government Accountability Office alleged widespread abuses in the recruiting and enrollment of students
at for-profit colleges.

T

that the stricter regulatory environment
is having an impact. New-student enrollments at the 10
largest for-profit colleges were down an average of 14 percent this year, according to company financial disclosures
and analysts’ reports. And accreditors are starting to take
a harder look at the business operations of for-profit colleges, in part to
prevent even greater involvement by state and federal regulators.
The Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools, a
national group that reviews more than 850 career-oriented colleges, has
introduced an optional category of accreditation. It would require companies that own such colleges to demonstrate that they have adequate
policies to prevent misbehavior. Under the new model, which is now a
pilot program at two colleges, the council will look at the companies’
strategic and financial planning and how they plan to maintain educational quality as enrollments grow.
The Western Association of Schools and Colleges, a regional accreditor, is considering far-reaching changes to allay concerns about
Bridgepoint Education, a for-profit company that is seeking accreditation. Bridgepoint, which operates two small campuses in Colorado and
Iowa, enrolls nearly all of its 80,000 students online. It has been called
a “scam” by U.S. Sen. Tom Harkin, an Iowa Democrat, who cited its
high dropout rate, low per-student spending, and eye-popping executive compensation. Ralph A. Wolff, president of the Western accredithere are signs

Many people in the field think accreditation agencies
are being burdened with issues beyond their reach.

A

has risen, so has
the amount of federal student aid that is used to pay for
distance education. The hundreds of for-profit colleges
that rely heavily on online education receive nearly 90
percent of their revenue from federal student aid. And
those funds do not include dollars paid through the G.I. Bill, which
provides tuition benefits to veterans and their families, who are aggressively recruited by for-profit colleges.
The growing amount of federal tax money paying for online education has attracted the attention of the Education Department and some
members of Congress, who are concerned that for-profit colleges are
putting profit ahead of educational quality.
In late 2009, the Education Department’s Office of the Inspector
General recommended limiting, suspending, or terminating the accrediting authority of North Central’s Higher Learning Commission, which oversees colleges in 19 states in the middle of the country.
The proposed penalties were the result of the commission’s decision
to accredit American InterContinental University, a for-profit college
owned by the Career Education Corporation. The inspector general
was concerned that some students who took some classes online were
s the number of online students
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ing group, says Bridgepoint’s finances will be independently audited.
Bridgepoint did not respond to requests for comment. Western is considering making its accreditation reports public and requiring institutions to set actual benchmarks for retention and graduation.
Bridgepoint’s Iowa campus was originally accredited by North
Central’s Higher Learning Commission, after the company bought a
small, private nonprofit college in the state. The commission no longer
automatically grants accreditation in such transactions. Last year, for
example, it denied a request to transfer the accreditation of Dana College, a small, religiously affiliated college in Nebraska, to a group of
private investors seeking to buy it. Dana has since closed.
Many people in the field think accreditation agencies are being burdened with issues beyond their reach. Accreditors have neither the staff
nor the legal authority to conduct actual investigations. And accreditation reviewers are volunteers, usually from peer institutions, who are
experts in higher education but not corporate malfeasance.
There is widespread discussion about overhauling accreditation in
the next reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, in 2013 at the
earliest. Suggestions include no longer making accreditors the gatekeepers for federal financial student aid. That would, however, remove
accrediting agencies’ greatest leverage over institutions.
Accreditation should primarily be about preserving and improving
the quality of an education, while allegations of fraud and deception in
disbursing financial aid should fall to federal regulators, says Ms. Manning, of the North Central accrediting group.
“One important thing to remember, which is often forgotten, is that
it is not the case that accreditation is the only thing that stands between
an institution and access to federal student financial aid,” she says. “Accreditation is a gatekeeper but not the sole gatekeeper.”
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Art Programs Build Models
for Online Instruction
By KATHERINE MANGAN

RobeRt Yee foR the ChRoniCle

Barbara Posuniak, who teaches ceramics at Eastern New Mexico U., is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in drawing and painting offered online by the Academy of Art U.

Without the online option, she says, she would have to travel at least 200 miles from home to attend classes in a similar degree program.

U

sing a diamond-tipped needle, Barbara Posuniak etches
a design on a copper plate and dips it in an acid bath that
bites away at the surface exposed by the scratches. She
then runs the plate through a printing press located 1,300
miles away from the university she attends, while working out of a spare bedroom in Roswell, N.M.
Ms. Posuniak is one of a growing number of students who are studying art online. She’s enrolled at the San Francisco-based Academy of
Art University, a for-profit college that enrolls more than 13,000 students worldwide in classes that include sculpture, photography, and
painting.

While skeptics question whether such creative endeavors are suited
for the computer screen, students in these distance-education programs
use online tutorials and videotaped lectures to learn the most tactile of
skills.
The instructions for a head-and-bust sculpture, for instance, describe how to fold and squeeze slabs of clay over a pipe armature attached to a plywood base that the student has built using power tools.
Watching video demonstrations, students learn to layer the structures
of the eyeballs and mold the creases on either side of the mouth. Other
online videos demonstrate how to weld a metal sphere or use special
Continued on Page B8

“When you’re looking at a computer screen, everything seems
to be the same size and structure. Art isn’t just a flat object.”
B6
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A Chain of For-Profit Art Institutes Comes Under Scrutiny

fastest-growing netIn a statement posted on the parent company’s Web
design this year, used her skills to overhaul a portion
works of art colleges is battling allegations
site, Bonnie Campbell, a spokesperson for the compaof the Web site of Texas Tech University’s dining-serthat its recruiting success comes at the exny’s legal counsel, called the government’s allegations
vices division, where she works in graphics and Web
design.
pense of students who later find themselves
“flat-out wrong.”
unemployed and deep in debt.
“Federal regulations issued in 2002 permitted
Ms. Buckle, who already had a bachelor-of-finearts degree, discovered the Art Institute Online
While graduates of other institutions may also
companies to consider enrollments in admission-ofhave trouble finding work in their fields, many graduficer compensation, so long as enrollments were not
while looking for a way to update her Web skills while
ates of the Art Institutes complain that they were led
the sole factor considered,” she said, adding that other
working full time. She called the toll-free number on
to believe they would have no trouble finding such
factors were weighed as well.
a Saturday and was connected to an admissions ofjobs.
“EDMC’s colleges are accredited institutions offerficer. “She did the entrance interview right then and
Sarah Boger says that when she called the Art Instiing career-focused academic degrees to its students,
there and sent me the paperwork, and I was in class in
tutes after seeing an ad on TV, an admissions officer
many of whom would not otherwise attend college,
seven days. That sold me on the program,” she says.
told her the college could help her achieve her dream
and EDMC’s combined graduation rate is better than
Ms. Buckle, 48, says she didn’t feel pressured, beof shooting photos for a magazine like Rolling Stone
other schools serving similar student populations,
cause she knew what she wanted and what it would
or Spin. “She said she had contacts with all the top
whether those schools are public, private, or propricost—about $25,000 for an 18-month program that
music magazines, and that I’d have no problem getetary,” she said.
yielded the equivalent of a second major.
ting a job,” says Ms. Boger, who graduated from the
Two spokesmen for the Art Institutes and its parent
“I don’t think the average 18-year-old should necesArt Institute of Colorado, in Denver, in 2009. Those
company refused to provide contact information for
sarily jump into something like this,” she says. “But
leads didn’t pan out, and today Ms. Boger works in
any of the art school’s current students, but some stufor me, it really worked.”
tech support in Texas, in a job unrelated to her studdents have been making their presence known online,
Ms. Boger, the 2009 graduate who had hoped
ies, as she struggles to pay off the $105,000 in debt she
for instance at www.aiostudents.com/.
to shoot photos for magazines, says that she enjoyed
says she incurred.
While most of the comments posted by students on
her classes and liked her teachers, but that by graduThe for-profit Art Institutes chain, which offers an
that and other blogs were negative, a few students did
ation the promise of employment had fizzled. “I was
online program in addition to its 50 campus centers,
say that they had received a solid education at the Art
given three contacts in Austin. One worked for a
is run by Education Management Corporation. The
Institutes, and that it was worth the cost. (A bachelor’s
company that didn’t exist anymore, one was no lonU.S. Department of Justice sued the parent company
degree in graphic design can be completed online in
ger with that company, and the third said I wasn’t
in August, alleging that recruiters received financial
three years for just over $82,000 in tuition, accordqualified.”
ing to a company representative who popped up in
The career counselors with the Art Institute evenincentives to sign up as many students as possible, ina chat window while this reporter was perusing the
cluding applicants who were unqualified or “unable to
tually stopped returning her calls for help, she says.
write coherently.”
Web site.)
Once the deferments on her loans end, she expects
to be making student-loan payments of $1,000 a
The lawsuit accuses Education Management of
Cynthia Buckle, who received a diploma in Web
violating federal law by paying recruiters
month.
Sarah Boger took classes at the Art Institute of Colorado, in Denver,
based solely on the number of students
“I wouldn’t want to talk anyone out of
for a career in photography, but lack of opportunities led her to a tech-support
they enrolled. The government banned
pursuing an education, but I don’t think
job instead. She now photographs bands in Austin, Tex., but only as a hobby.
such practices in 1992 because of concerns
they should be duped into paying more
than it’s worth,” Ms. Boger says.
that for-profit schools were enrolling illprepared students who would be hardpressed to pay off the tens of thousands of
HE FEDERAL CASE against the
dollars of debt they were incurring.
Art Institutes’ parent company grew out of complaints
The Art Institutes network has locations
in 32 states. About 18 percent of its 88,000
brought in 2007, one by an asstudents are enrolled online. In addition
sistant director of admissions at Educato the institutes, Education Management
tion Management whose main job was
runs Argosy University, Brown Mackie
recruiting students to the Art Institute
College, and South University.
Online. She says she was pressured to
sign up as many students as possible,
Like much of the for-profit education
regardless of whether or not they had
sector, Education Management has expeany chance of succeeding in the prorienced rapid growth since 1999, when it
comprised 19 art institutes and had 24,000
gram. In 2006, an admissions director
students.
for the Art Institutes’ online program,
According to the federal government’s
Gregg Schneider, sent the recruiters an
e-mail warning them that if they failed
lawsuit, Education Management (EDMC)
collected $11-billion in federal student-aid
to meet their enrollment numbers, they
money since July 1, 2003, using high-prescould be fired.
sure sales tactics to maximize enrollments.
“Each of you knows your plan for
The company then lied to the Department
November,” states the e-mail, which is
of Education about its recruiting practices
quoted in the lawsuit. “This number is
to remain eligible for the federal loans, acnot a casual level that I want you to be
cording to the lawsuit.
at but rather a number that you must hit
“EDMC has created a ‘boiler room’ style
to have a good review, get promoted, or
sales culture and has made recruiting and
keep your position here.”
enrolling new students the sole focus of its
The company rewarded its top percompensation system,” the lawsuit states.
formers with all-expenses-paid trips to
Recruiters were regularly encouraged to
places like Las Vegas and Cancún, the
“enroll applicants regardless of their quallawsuit alleges.
ifications, including applicants who are
Posters charting recruiters’ progress
unable to write coherently, applicants who
toward winning such prizes have lined
appear to … to be under the influence of
the walls and cubicles of the company’s
drugs, and applicants for EDMC’s online
headquarters, only to be taken down
during visits by accreditors and audiprogram who do not own computers.”
Four states—California, Florida, Iltors, the lawsuit says. After the visitors’
linois, and Indiana—have joined the suit
departure, “the posters and charts are
against the company, which is based in
put back up.”
Pittsburgh.
—KATHERINE MANGAN
NE OF THE NATION’S
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“Thanks to high-resolution digital photography, we can evaluate
a piece of work online just as well as we do in the classroom.”
Continued From Page B6
lighting to capture the shimmer of a watercolor painting.
Online classes like these often require students to have access to expensive or potentially dangerous tools, and students are encouraged
to ask permission to use tools and facilities at nearby high schools or
colleges.
Ms. Posuniak found an unused printing press in a closet at the local
branch of Eastern New Mexico University, where she teaches ceramics
part time. Juggling her days among teaching, studying, and babysitting her grandchild, she is taking two online classes a semester and
expects to earn a bachelor’s degree in drawing and painting in about
four years. After that, she’d like to pursue a master’s degree in the same
field. Without an online option, she would have had to travel at least
200 miles to attend classes in a similar degree program, she says.
One of her first assignments was to send photographs of her work
setup to her instructor. “They want to see your studio space and make
sure you aren’t working at your kitchen table and serving breakfast five
minutes later,” Ms. Posuniak says. As an instructor herself, she appreciates the effort the Academy of Art takes to make sure students aren’t
skimping on supplies.
“You want your students to be able to succeed, but if you need a hammer to pound in a nail and all you have is a hairbrush, it’s not going
to work,” she says. While skeptics of online drawing courses question
whether students can get meaningful feedback on work submitted online, Ms. Posuniak says her drawings have been carefully critiqued.
In one recent drawing course, “the instructor would point out that
the shading on one side wasn’t right, or she’d say, ‘You didn’t mix the
paint—that’s straight out of the tube color.’”

W

have flourished at
for-profit art schools, traditional university art programs have been slower to adopt the approach.
William T. Oedel, chairman of the department of
art, architecture, and art history at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, says faculty members have discussed the
possibility of introducing online content into courses in art education
within the university’s studio-art program. “Online offerings would be
terrific for teachers in public schools who can’t make it to campus,” he
says. “But those courses would involve more readings and discussions
rather than throwing a pot.”
Like many administrators at bricks-and-mortar arts programs, Mr.
Oedel isn’t convinced that students’ work can be properly assessed as
images on a computer screen. “I’m not a studio artist myself, but what
would trouble me is the distancing of the actual object,” he says. “When
you’re looking at a computer screen, everything seems to be the same
size and structure. Art isn’t just a flat object.”
Online content might be easier to introduce in disciplines like digital photography, or possibly drawing, he says, “but even there, there’s
something about confronting the object in person, walking around it
and looking at it.” For courses in sculpture or ceramic art, “online just
wouldn’t work for me.”
But those who teach online say advances in technology have made
it just as effective—sometimes even more so—to teach students in an
online format.
“Thanks to high-resolution digital photography, we can evaluate a
piece of work online just as well as we do in the classroom—examining
everything from the brushwork to the impression of a charcoal stroke,”
says Jonathan Dapra, lead instructor in the graphic- and digital-design
programs of Art Institute Online, the online division of the Art Institute of Pittsburgh.
The Pittsburgh campus is one of 50 branches of the Art Institute’s
national network, which has locations in 32 states.
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The Art Institutes, which enroll about 88,000 students, 18 percent of
whom study online, have come under fire for past recruiting practices.
(See related article on preceding page.)
In an advanced graphic-design course that Mr. Dapra teaches, students design a direct-mail brochure for a nonprofit group of their
choice. After students sketch and upload their designs, the instructor
and the other 16 or so students in the class critique the work. “I might
ask them what’s not effective about the margins, and a classmate might
suggest drawing a different kind of arc” to draw the eye in a different
direction, Mr. Dapra says.
Voni Dougherty-Whittier, program director of the graphic- and
digital-design offerings, says students can replay a clip from an online
video as many times as they need to until they get a technique right.
“When you’re getting ready to do your piece, you may not remember
exactly how it’s done, so you can go back and view it again and again,”
she says.

T

is one of a relatively few traditional universities that has offered online arts degrees. It
developed a master-of-arts-in-teaching degree to help artists and teachers living in rural parts of the state hone their
studio-arts skills. The program, which drew applications
nationwide, included concentrations in painting, drawing, sculpture,
and mixed media.
University budget cuts and faculty attrition forced the program to
temporarily halt new admissions, says Sally Graves Machlis, who chairs
Idaho’s department of art and design. “Our faculty were stretched thin,
and we decided to hold off on accepting new students for the time
being, but we continue to get calls and e-mails from students around
the country,” she says. Three new faculty members were hired this
year, and Ms. Machlis hopes to resume admissions soon.
Meanwhile, other established arts programs are cautiously considering moving online.
Peter L. Barna is provost of the Pratt Institute, a private art college
in Brooklyn, N.Y., that is widely considered one of the nation’s best. He
says online programs offer flexibility for working professionals, but he
isn’t convinced they makes sense for Pratt.
“It’s very difficult to duplicate the richness of a student critiquing another student’s work in real time, in a real way,” he said during a break
from the annual meeting of the National Association of Schools of Art
and Design. The session he stepped out of focused on how member
schools could incorporate online content into their programs.
“Hybrid, distance, or blended instruction is definitely on everyone’s
radar,” Mr. Barna said.
At most, Pratt would offer a blended program, he said. “Once students
tried to duplicate all the facilities we offer—welding and ceramics shops,
woodworking studios, plus digital equipment and high-level scanners—
the savings would not exist.”
He also worries that the online format might be too restrictive. “A person studying drawing might decide to draw in 3-D, with string. To deliver
it online, you’d have to put significant boundaries on expression” to convey the results effectively.
Online, the “materiality” of experiencing such qualities as gloss,
shine, and matte might also be lost, he says.
But Ms. Posuniak, who took a digital-photography class and set up
special lighting and backdrops in her laundry room to showcase her artwork, says the critiques she receives from her instructors and classmates
are just as robust as the ones she gets in a traditional classroom. “When
I first started and was working on a drawing,” she says, “I wished someone could walk over and say, ‘The line goes here.’ But in the end I’m
going to be alone in my studio, and this way, I still get lots of personal
attention.”
he UniVersitY oF iDaho
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struggled with an online Latin class
in high school. So when he arrived at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this year, he hesitated at studying a language online. But the freshman
had no choice: At his skill level, if he wanted to take
introductory Spanish, an online class was the only option.
Instead of showing up in class four times a week, Mr. Fondaw conjugates verbs on a computer program in his sparsely furnished dorm
room. He attends a live class every Tuesday afternoon—but it, too,
is virtual. The class convenes via Web-conferencing software. If students want to answer a question, they click an icon that depicts a raised
hand.
Even as online education booms, fully digital language classes like
Mr. Fondaw’s remain uncommon. But North Carolina’s experiment—
driven by growing demand for Spanish instruction, limited classroom
space, a shortage of qualified instructors, pedagogical innovations, and
cost savings—is one of several efforts nationwide that are starting to
map an online future for teaching languages.
In Virginia, James Madison University recently began offering credit
to students who complete a 16-week course in Spanish that is produced
and largely managed by Rosetta Stone, a company whose yellow-packaged programs are sold at malls and airports.
At some community colleges, online classes help language departments continue to offer less popular languages, like German or French,
that might not attract enough students to fill a classroom. And, perhaps
most promisingly, some universities have found success experimenting
with hybrid language classes that shift much of the work online but still
meet regularly face to face.
These experiments come as students are increasingly interested in
learning foreign languages. Enrollments grew by 6.6 percent from the
fall of 2006 to the fall of 2009, extending a climb that started more than
a decade ago, according to the most recent report from the Modern
Language Association.
In many respects, language learners have never enjoyed such a rich
variety of tools. They go online to watch weather forecasts on TV from
Belgium or to visit the Musée d’Orsay, in Paris. They hook up with
chat partners on Livemocha.com or italki.com. They listen to lectures
on smartphones through ChinesePod. They create journals of their
learning at Wolty.com, join asynchronous audio discussions on VoiceThread.com, and immerse themselves in the simulations of Rosetta
Stone. If they want to ditch commercial products altogether, they can
check out free online resources like the BBC’s multimedia materials or
the University of Texas’ guide to French grammar.
Or better yet: They can learn French from a “talking kitchen.” The
service, designed by language specialists and computer scientists at
Newcastle University, in England, tracks users’ actions with “motionsensor technology similar to a Nintendo Wii,” says a news release that
unveiled the system last month, and “it speaks to you like a car’s Sat
Nav as you prepare a French dish.”
Yet, despite this flowering of technology, there’s one thing that language learners don’t often do: earn college credit for a fully online language class.
A late-2010 report from Eduventures, a consulting company, identified only one fully online bachelor’s degree in a foreign language: at
National University, based in California. Even at the course level, online language classes are not prevalent, says Fernando Rubio, an expert
on tech-based Spanish teaching who co-chairs the language department at the University of Utah.
“You can learn other disciplines by interacting with the material itself,” he says. “But in a language, you need to interact with human
beings.”
Can you recreate that interaction online?
The technology to do so is improving. That was evident during a recent session of Mr. Fondaw’s Spanish class, which convenes via a Webmeeting program called Elluminate. (Chapel Hill shared a recording
of the class with The Chronicle for this article.)
“Buenas tardes!” says the lecturer, Anastacia G. Kohl, welcoming students to the once-a-week live meeting of class.
As they listen to Ms. Kohl’s voice on a headset, the students see a
virtual classroom on their computer screens. The space contains three
main sections: a box with a list of class participants; another for textchatting; and a large whiteboard featuring slides related to the day’s
lesson, such as a cartoon of a home with its parts labeled.
The discussion unfolds in audio and text only; no participant can see
anyone else’s face. Students log on from dorms or from a computer lab
Continued on Page B12
YLDER FONDAW
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In a computer lab at the U. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
freshmen like Katherine Richardson gather to take a Spanish course online.

Foreign-Language
Instruction,
Digitally Speaking
By Marc Parry
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CUNY Helps to Boost Digital Literacy through
Institutional Adoption of Adobe® Technologies
Higher education is about opportunities—
to learn, to grow, to achieve. But for today’s
students, success often hinges not only on
becoming subject matter experts but also
effective digital communicators. Students need
to cultivate the skills and master the tools that
will allow them to convey their thoughts and
feelings with clarity, creativity and impact.
Careers are made from the ability to
powerfully and persuasively communicate ideas
in presentations, but keeping pace with the
technology required to create those effective
communications can be daunting in a rapidly
evolving world. Access becomes a key issue;
to become proficient in the new technologies,
students need them to be readily available.
That’s why the City University of New York
(CUNY) has entered into an agreement with
Adobe to provide Adobe Creative Suite® on
every available public computer in the
expansive school network, along with
installations on faculty and staff systems.
Already, the versatile design and production
software package is changing the way students
communicate—offering everyone on campus
limitless possibilities to express themselves.
CUNY is one of the nation’s leading urban
public university, serving nearly half-a-million
students at 23 colleges and institutions all
around New York City. And the school keeps on
growing, having added 50,000 students in the
past three years. James Haggard, Deputy CIO
for Strategic Initiatives at CUNY, is responsible
for ensuring that students have access to the
technology resources that give them the best
possible opportunity to succeed and stand out
after graduation. His task is made even more
challenging by the university’s phenomenal
growth—a situation he attributes to the
lingering effects of the economic downturn.
Haggard observes that “when the economy
goes bad, people come back to school,” to get
the learning they need to bolster a career or
set off on a new course.
Educating in-demand professions and turning
out a prepared work force are key drivers for
CUNY. But, as with other institutions in higher
education, the university is also charged with
advancing the digital literacy of its students—of
paramount importance if they are to advance
in today’s technology-driven world. “We are
preparing students to compete in the global
economy, “ continues Haggard, “Our students are
increasingly technology centric, but we haven’t
yet come to the point where each enters school
with an accepted, standardized level of skills.”
The university’s goal is to ensure every
student has a chance to enhance and expand
their digital communications abilities—no small
undertaking for an institution with the size and
diversity of CUNY. Some students, however, find
accessing resources a challenge. “Many students
are under economic stress,” notes Haggard; as a
result, securing extra funds to personally equip
themselves with state-of-the-art systems and
software is not always possible. So the university
decided to bring the critically needed digital
design and communications software directly
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to the students, through its agreement with
Adobe. Up to 60,000 computers throughout the
CUNY network are covered by the Enterprise
License Agreement (ELA).
Haggard
explains
that
two
main
considerations drove the agreement: controlling
the cost of installation through a negotiated
contract, and “leveling the playing field.”
“Our job was to put together a package that
would make sophisticated tools available to
every student, to reach students who otherwise
wouldn’t have the chance to use those tools,”
continues Haggard. Many departments were
already spending individually on these tools,
yet, by negotiating the ELA, departments across
the institution were able to solve the two critical
issues of access and efficiency of investment.
Full-featured Tools for Creating Impactful
Communications and Learning Experiences
Adobe Creative Suite enables students
to unlock their creative potential, while
supporting the development of critical digital
communication skills. From creating visually
impactful presentations and reports, to sharing
creative interpretations of ideas and information,
to showing visual representations of complex
data sets in sciences and medical departments,
Adobe solutions cut across disciplines. Such
well-known applications as Adobe Photoshop®,
Illustrator®, InDesign®, Flash®, Dreamweaver®,
Fireworks® and Acrobat® Pro have become
global standards.
CUNY elected to install a variety of Adobe
Creative Suite applications on open-use
computers on campus, as well as those of
faculty and staff. Each suite is distinguished by
extended features that facilitate the creation
of different types of content. Creative Suite
Design Premium provides students with tools
for developing print, web and mobile design
projects. Creative Suite Web Premium offers
an array of programs suited for web design
and development, as well as the creation of
mobile applications and content. Creative
Suite Production Premium empowers students
involved in filmmaking, broadcasting and video
post-production projects, while the Creative
Suite Master Collection includes components
from all the CS suites, providing one
comprehensive environment for designing
across media.
Installation began in November 2010, with
each campus proceeding on a schedule best
suited to its particular configuration. “Many of
the schools began the process over the holiday
break,” notes Haggard, “so we were able to
quickly get the programs out to the labs and
faculty.”

“Putting Adobe Creative
Suite on every computer
gives students the
opportunity to master
skills they will use in the
workplace, resulting in better
employment opportunities,”
says Haggard.

the workplace, resulting in better employment
opportunities,” says Haggard.
Feedback from the early adopters is
encouraging. According to Haggard, the social
sciences in particular have found that the
increased student access has resulted in a rise
in the level of communications creativity. “Our
accounting and business schools have used
the tools to produce high-end presentations,”
says Haggard. Faculty as well are applying the
tools to create dynamically visual classroom
presentations. “Higher education tends to be
extremely conservative in adopting change,”
says Haggard, but now, with a complete suite of
integrated design and communication programs
at their command, faculty are becoming less
hesitant to explore new ways to “capture and
hold attention.”
Haggard is already looking toward future
applications of Adobe Creative Suite within the
CUNY system. In particular, the ELA with Adobe
leaves an open door to possible online access,
further facilitating student use and “moving
towards a situation when online is as robust
as campus learning,” says Haggard. The key is
to never lose sight of why such programs are
becoming critical components of a university
education. “Technology needs to be tightly
integrated into the school’s core mission of
providing the best possible tools for our students
to succeed,” concludes Haggard.
Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, Creative Suite,
Dreamweaver, Fireworks, Flash, Illustrator, InDesign,
and Photoshop are either registered trademarks
or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in
the United States and/or other countries. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. ©2011 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights
reserved.

With Adobe Creative Suite software, students
across campuses are enhancing their classroom
studies by learning to use the latest professional
tools, keeping pace technologically with their
working-world counterparts. “Putting Adobe
Creative Suite on every computer gives students
the opportunity to master skills they will use in
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of Romance languages
redesigned introductory Spanish courses with help from
the National Center for Academic Transformation, a nonprofit group that promotes the use of technology to improve learning and reduce costs. Chapel Hill experimented
with hybrid classes first, and then, in 2010, plunged into fully online
introductory classes.
Some students struggled, so professors adjusted, placing true beginners in a hybrid class that holds some sessions face-to-face. But for
students who come to the campus with some exposure to Spanish, the
only introductory option available to them is online.
Not everyone has been pleased. The student newspaper, The Daily
Tar Heel, called the changes “shameful” in a 2009 editorial. “When
resources are too tight to provide enough classes to meet demand for
a foreign language, the answer is not to transfer sections online,” it
said.
But to his surprise, Mr. Fondaw enjoys the Web-based course. The
18-year-old freshman, majoring in chemistry, takes Spanish to satisfy
a requirement. He likes that the class is mostly self-paced, so he can get
work done at his convenience and then put Spanish on the back burner
as he focuses on science.
And the class isn’t fully virtual: Mr. Fondaw practices speaking in
small group sessions with his classmates, and he can visit Ms. Kohl in
person during her office hours.
The instructor herself was skeptical of the format at first. One thing
she loves about teaching is interacting with students. But her online
class has coalesced into a community. She now considers teaching it to
be a rewarding experience.
Still, there is one thing she can’t do online: gesture. In a low-level
language class, losing that ability is no small thing.
“I use a little bit more English than I would use face-to-face, because
they cannot see my body language,” she says. “But if we ever switch to
Webcams, that might change as well.”
Others are less bullish about fully online language classes. In 2003,
Mr. Rubio designed an online, first-year Spanish course at Utah. Plenty
of students registered. They liked not having to come to campus. But
after a couple of weeks, many dropped out. The course succeeded for
only a small group of students, who were motivated enough to keep up
with the daily grind of constant practice that is required in language
learning.
“Unless you’re very disciplined,” Mr. Rubio says, “if the course is
fully online, it doesn’t work.”
In 2008 his department scrapped the fully online class in favor of
something that has worked better: a blended model that consists of two
days of classroom sessions and two “virtual days” of online activities.
Preparing vocabulary, reading a text, describing a painting for a writing assignment—students can do that online. Now, when they come to
class, they spend most of their time orally communicating.
The blended approach improved retention. In academic year 2010-11,
the attrition rate was 9.1 percent in hybrid introductory Spanish classes,
compared with 12.5 percent in fully face-to-face ones. Utah’s costs have
also dropped, since the number of students served per instructor increases in hybrid classes.
One thing that hasn’t dropped is proficiency. Hybrid students “speak
Spanish and write in Spanish just as well as the students who take four
days a week face to face,” Mr. Rubio says.
But what if forcing students to participate in class at a scheduled time
means you might no longer attract enough of them to offer a section
at all?
At the community-college level, that can be an issue for less popular
languages, like French or German, says Jason Green, distance-learning
director at Pulaski Technical College, in North Little Rock, Ark.
But, he says, “if you offer an asynchronous course, it can be a demand
aggregator. So all the students who are interested in taking that language can come into that one section.”
Mr. Green teaches an asynchronous class in French. He uses software that allows instructors to create an audio discussion board, where
instead of just posting text comments, students can record audio clips.
Mr. Green records his own voice clips in response.
It seems likely that academe will see more such approaches. Students
will drive the demand for online language instruction, says Samantha
Goldstein, a research analyst at Eduventures. Already they’re getting
more and more comfortable with online education in general. And they
know about services like Rosetta Stone and Livemocha.
Which means more students will very likely be asking this question:
Why can’t my college do this, too?
hE UNiVERsitY’s DEPARtMENt
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At her dining-room table, Anastacia Kohl teaches Spanish to students
at the U. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. “I use a little bit more
English than I would use face-to-face,” she says,
“because they cannot see my body language.”

Continued From Page B10
in the language building. Ms. Kohl teaches from home, in jeans and a
T-shirt, sitting cross-legged on the floor.
“Denme una sonrisa si me pueden oír bien,” she says. Give me a smile if
you can hear me well.
Yellow smiley-face icons flash next to each student’s name.
“Muy bien,” the professor replies. Very good.
Ms. Kohl invites general questions. Writing in the chat box, one student asks about a vocabulary word: “in english, what’s ‘el bidet’?”
Ms. Kohl ducks this moment of cross-cultural awkwardness by explaining that the word is the same in English, but that its meaning is
hard to describe because Americans generally don’t use bidets.
Satisfied, the student types back: “ohhh i see, gracias.”
The lesson then proceeds like any other Spanish class, only instead
of the natural sound of a live conversation, the dialogue sometimes has
the “over-and-out” feel of people communicating via walkie talkie.
“Vives en una casa o un apartamento?” Ms. Kohl asks. Do you live in a
house or an apartment?
“Vivo en una casa,” a student replies, speaking rather than writing. I
live in a house.
“Te gusta tu casa?” Do you like your house?
“Sí,” the student replies. “Me gusta mucho mi casa.” Yes. I like my
house a lot.

The instructor herself was skeptical of the format.
But the online class has coalesced into a community.
She now sees teaching it as a rewarding experience.
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Does Your Institution Know the Truth About

Online Learning?

>Online learning is here to stay.
Do you want to get on board?
Don’t know where to start?

According to a 2010 Sloan-C* report:
> Over 5.6 million students were taking at least
one online course during the fall 2009 term.
> Three-quarters of institutions report that the
economic downturn has increased demand
for online courses and programs.
> Sixty-three percent of institutions responding
to the survey stated that online learning is a
critical part of their long-term strategy.

*Class Differences: Online Education in the United States, 2010

What to do and where to start can
be challenging. Educators Serving
Educators (ESE) can help.
ESE is a division of Excelsior College, a regionally
accredited, innovative not-for-profit college with 40
years of experience in meeting the needs of students
at a distance.
ESE offers partner institutions a secure way to expand
their online presence and uncover new revenue streams.
ESE provides all the services necessary to establish a
quality program of online courses that meets students
where they are and makes a college education more
accessible than ever.

For more information visit

WWW.ESESERVES.ORG
or contact Educators Serving Educators at (888) 890-1615
or email info@eseserves.org.
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Shanequa Byrd, a new student at Central Piedmont Community College, discusses her academic goals with Tony Jones,
the director of counseling services. Mr. Jones uses a series of online assessments developed by the college to focus these conversations.

7 Community Colleges Open an Online Doorway
to Better Grades and Graduation Rates
By JOSH FISCHMAN

Starting a Conversation About Learning
At Central Piedmont Community College, new students can take
assessments of their learning styles and personalities on a protected Web
site. Counselors use the assessments to start discussions about strategies
for studying and for choosing courses.

After answering questions,
students can see a graph rating their
learning styles. Here they would find
out, for example, that they are
predominantly visual learners, who
might find it helpful to use a highlighter
to color-code notes, and to have
teachers write on the board in class.
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Answers to a survey produce a rating of
a student’s personality on several
psychological dimensions: The combination
here—slightly more extroverted, more
inclined to think than to feel—yields a note
that says such people are good at
problem-solving, and could be well suited for
careers as lawyers or engineers.
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HERE are two things Clint
McElroy knows about community-college students: A
huge number of them don’t
stay in school. And many of them—who
are often the first in their families to go
to college, and who must juggle work and
parenting—don’t understand how to balance all those demands while studying at
the college level.
“These are students who just don’t
have the tools to put themselves in the
driver’s seat,” says Mr. McElroy, dean
of retention services at Central Piedmont Community College, in Charlotte, N.C., where retention had historically run between 60 and 70 percent.
But Central Piedmont has harnessed
technology to start to turn these numbers around. Its Online Student Portal
learning system, a Web site, assesses the
learning styles of at-risk students (whether they learn best through reading, hearing, or hands-on work) and helps them
understand how their personality traits
might connect to study and career choices. It also provides a ready link to college counselors and instructors, allowing
them to send so-called “early alerts” if a

student starts having trouble in a class.
And it carries a record of these interactions from term to term, so students and
advisers can easily see where students
have been—and where they’re going.
From 2004 through 2008, students
who participated in all aspects of the
Web-portal program, along with a “college success” course, did much better
than those who didn’t participate. They
were about 9 percent more likely to stay
enrolled from spring to the subsequent
fall term. They were about 11 percent
more likely to get A-through-C grades in
their courses, and about 3 percent more
likely to graduate. And their retention
rate in their first college term reached
87 percent—a big leap from the previous
figures for overall retention.
Now Central Piedmont, with money
from Next Generation Learning Challenges, a nonprofit group focused on improving college readiness and completion, is providing the technology, free,
to six other colleges to see if the Web
portal can produce similar results in
other places. “We just had a 13-percent
budget cut, and classes grew from 24 to
30 students,” says Sue Olesiuk, interim
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dean for academic success at AshevilleBuncombe Technical Community College, also in North Carolina, which
started using the system this summer.
“This technology makes it much easier
for us to stay in contact with students.”
And frequent contact translates into successful students, she says.

W

colleges are just
starting to learn whether
the system can easily be
adopted by multiple institutions, education researchers feel the
idea has promise. “The approach certainly makes sense to me,” says Melinda
M. Karp, a senior research associate at
the Community College Research Center of Columbia University’s Teachers
College, who has studied advising and
retention. Typically, she says, “there is a
huge disconnect between the faculty side
of the house and the advising side.” She
does, however, have concerns that the
benefits of such a program will diminish
if contact with a student isn’t carefully
maintained from term to term.
Students feel that the program is already working. “I have a checkered past,
and I have not been to school in a long
time,” says Timothy A. Graham, a 49year-old unemployed truck driver from
Charlotte who has been enrolled at Central Piedmont for a year. “So it’s really
helpful to be told, ‘This is what you need
to do to succeed here.’” Finding out that
he was primarily a visual and auditory
learner helped him and his adviser craft
ways of taking notes that made it easy
for him to recall material, he says.
The problems Mr. Graham faces are
serious ones nationwide. According to
a 2011 report by the National Center
for Education Statistics, the retention
rate among full-time community-college students was only about 60 percent. Among part-time students, it fell
to about 40 percent. And just 27 percent
of all students graduated within three
years of starting community college,
according to “What Works in Student
Retention,” a 2010 report by ACT, the
nonprofit education-assessment organization. The survey, of 305 colleges, reported that the leading reasons for attrition were a student’s lack of readiness for
college-level work, deficient study skills,
and money problems.
In 2003, Central Piedmont began
to tackle those barriers. With a grant
from the Department of Education,
it initiated a series of “college success”
courses for new students whose placement-test scores put them into developmental courses in two subject areas,
because they needed remedial work. It
also ramped up its counseling center.
And it began work on the Online Student Portal. “We decided on a shotgun
approach,” Mr. McElroy says. “We
were going to try everything that might
work. So we got everyone around the
table: faculty, counselors, the IT chief.
We wanted input and buy-in from everybody.”
In particular, he was interested in
hile
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improving students’ sense of what psychologists call self-efficacy. “A lot of our
students don’t know they can be agents
in their own lives,” he says. “They don’t
know they can change things for themselves. And they have a sense of shock
when they come here.”
That’s why the college incorporated
learning-style and personality assessments into the online profile, says Tony

Jones, director of counseling. “It’s not
defining them, or saying, ‘You are only
this way.’ It’s really a way of getting a
conversation started.”
When students log in to the portal,
they are asked to agree or disagree with
about 50 statements about their personality, similar to those in the widely used
Myers-Briggs personality inventory.
Continued on Following Page

“This technology
makes it much
easier for us
to stay in contact
with students.”
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Linda Dunham supervises courses at Central Piedmont Community College that try to hone the study skills of new students. Above, she helps Jeanette Martinez, one of her students.

“I learned I was
an extrovert. That
fit with a career
in substance-abuse
counseling, which is
what I want to do.”
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Continued From Preceding Page
It includes statements like “You enjoy
being unpredictable and doing things
without planning ahead” and “You often
tell people how they should behave toward other people.” Immediately after
finishing, students are given several
charts showing whether they are more
introverted or extroverted, more thinking or feeling, and other characteristics.
“I learned I was an extrovert,” says Mr.
Graham. “That fit with a career in substance-abuse counseling, which is what
I want to do, and I’m taking classes in
human services and counseling.”
The learning-style assessment consists
of about 30 questions like “Do you pay
close attention to teachers’ expressions
on their face or their body language?”
and “Are you good at making graphs,
charts, and other visual displays?” The
results rate students on three dimensions: auditory, visual, and movementoriented, or kinesthetic.
Mr. Jones says he remembers using
this test with a student on academic
probation. “She said, ‘I’m doing everything I know how to do,’” he says. “I
encouraged her to take the test, and she
came up as heavily kinesthetic. I said
she could get up and walk around while
studying, or listen to music, or squeeze
Silly Putty. For a kinesthetic, there is
a connection between movement and
memory. But this really went against
her preconceptions of what a good student did, which was to hunch over a
book and take notes.” The student tried
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the new approaches, and improved her
grades so much the next semester that
she was taken off probation. “It would
be a stretch for me to say it was because
we did these things, but they did provide
the opportunity to talk about studying
strategies,” Mr. Jones says.
Linda Dunham, the chair for the college-success courses, says her conversations with students often go like this:
“‘So your learning style is auditory. How
can you make that work for you?’ And
then we talk about what could work.”
One danger of this kind of test is
if instructors try to match teaching
style to learning styles. The portal allows instructors to see what the mix or
predominant style is in a classroom.
But research has shown that attempts
to match learning styles do not improve results for students, says Richard
E. Mayer, a professor of psychology at
the University of California at Santa
Barbara. “I don’t think the evidence is
there yet,” he says. He would prefer to
see the discussion shifted from pinning
particular styles on students to getting
students to think about how they learn
most effectively.
Mr. McElroy, the retention dean at
Central Piedmont, says that’s exactly
what goes on at his college. “We don’t
want instructors to teach differently. It’s
really a reminder to vary what they do.”
Another benefit of the portal is that it
breaks down walls that separate counselors and instructors. “I am much more
inclined to sit down after class and pop

open the Web site and send a student a
note if I’ve noticed she’s been absent a
lot, or to send counselors an early alert,”
Ms. Dunham says. “If I had to get up
and walk to the counseling offices, even
though they are right downstairs, I’d be
much less likely to do it.”
The online repository of alerts and
notes is a particular boon to adjunct
instructors. “About 70 percent of our
instructors are adjuncts, and this really
helps them,” says Ms. Olesiuk of Asheville-Buncombe. Their hours are less
regular, but “the online system lets them
check on students from home, and contact the counseling service more easily.
Before it was much harder because they
weren’t in the same place.” (The site allows only senders and recipients to view
the contents of these notes; others can
simply see that action was requested and
taken, but for privacy reasons they cannot see details.)
And when instructors are teaching
many sections of a course, with 100 or
more students, the online history is a reminder that “each of those numbers represents one student, a real individual,”
she says.
Mr. Graham, the unemployed truck
driver, says he now feels like an individual with a chance of success. “I’ve tried
college before, and I failed,” he says.
“Now I’m ready.” He had a 4.0 gradepoint average during his last term, he
says. “I know that I have a chance to go
even higher than Central Piedmont in
my life.”
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For U.S. Soldiers in Afghanistan,
Online Courses Fill a Valued Niche

T

Kabul, afghanistan
ausha Britton, a staff sergeant

in the u.s. army, plays a critical
role in helping to end america’s
decade-long war here. as a reintegration analyst, she tries to persuade afghan insurgents to put down their weapons
and support the afghan government. her
job, though far from combat, is mentally
demanding, starting early and wrapping
up around 9 o’clock at night.
When the workday ends, it might be
tempting to to forget it all and watch a
DVD, but sergeant britton has instead
chosen early European history as her preferred means of escape. like a growing
number of american service members
deployed in afghanistan and iraq, she
takes online college courses and hopes to
finish her bachelor’s degree before leaving the army.
Despite the seemingly endless challenges of taking online courses in a war
zone, sergeant britton says that in many
ways, it’s actually easier than studying at
home.
“i’m a single mom, so i don’t have my
daughter to go home and cook dinner for
and get her in the tub and get her ready
for school the next day,” she says. sergeant britton is taking courses on ancient
Roman history and shakespearean literature from american Military university,
a for-profit, online institution founded
by a former officer in the Marine Corps.
While soldiers like sergeant britton
may seem like overachievers, in today’s
military they are increasingly the norm.
the past 10 years have seen a military
of increasingly education-hungry service
members sent overseas to fight wars in
iraq and afghanistan. the result has been
an explosion of active-duty soldiers taking
courses online, which has proved to be an
unexpected boon for distance learning.
the united states has relied on an
all-volunteer military force to fight both
wars, sending hundreds of thousands of
service members on multiple combat deployments. to attract and retain soldiers
under those tough conditions, the military has used educational incentives as a
recruiting tool, providing both increased
opportunities and financial support.
Meanwhile, there has been a corresponding growth in demand for college
courses among soldiers, thanks to an increasing awareness that a college degree
is crucial in eventually landing a civilian
job or seeking high-level promotion in a
military career.
“the military wants it, there’s a lot of
demand for it, and the military pays for it,”
says Vicky Phillips, an online-education
expert and founder of getEducated.com, a
Web site about distance learning. “there’s
been a lot of development in looking at how
do we make education more mobile and yet
more interactive. technology can really
come into play for this sector, because it has
the money to fund it.”
historically, the u.s. military has been
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one of the biggest users of distance learning. in the past decade, however, a growing number of soldiers have enrolled in
online courses. ten years ago, only 15
percent of active-duty service members
took online courses. today that proportion has climbed to 60 percent, Ms. Phillips says.

By TOM A. PETER

a recent report by the Pew Research
Center found that the military now has
more and better-educated service members than ever, with fewer high-school
dropouts and more college graduates.
the study found that 92.5 percent of
those in the military have at least a highschool diploma, compared with 82.8 per-

cent of their civilian counterparts.
the percentage of service members
taking courses during a deployment in
iraq or afghanistan is probably lower
than that, because of limited connectivity and the strains of being at war. but
the number of service members in the
Continued on Following Page
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Service members working in support
jobs that have more-regular schedules,
such as cooks, mechanics, and human-resources specialists, are more likely to take
courses online. On large bases, they can
even have a taste of a classic college experience, sipping a latte as they study on the
plush couches at Green Beans Coffee, a
chain located on overseas military bases.
Although it’s housed in a refurbished shipping container, Green Beans has an interior that looks like many American coffee
shops, and the place is open 24 hours.
Still, even for those with the most regular jobs on the most comfortable bases
in Iraq and Afghanistan, 12- to 15-hour
days are normal. The thought of returning to a bunk after a long day to study for
a political-science course can turn away
even the most motivated of soldiers. Consequently, soldiers don’t tend to enroll
in online courses while deployed unless
they’ve given it very serious thought.

S

at one of the major
NATO bases in Kabul, Army
Staff Sgt. Jessica Bezanson
regularly puts in 18-hour days
working as a general’s personal chef. To
complicate matters, she deployed with
her husband, a fellow soldier, making
free time even more precious.
Sergeant Bezanson has been working
toward an associate degree in culinary
and restaurant management through
online courses offered by Central Texas
College. She hopes to eventually transfer
to a four-year bachelor’s-degree program
in hospitality or business management.
“I started it, and I’m slowly chipping
away at it, and I’m not going to stop,” she
says. “Even if I get three classes done over
this deployment, I’m still working toward
a degree and making myself better.”
Sergeant Bezanson, who oversees several lower-ranking soldiers, regularly
encourages those who work for her to
take courses in their free time. While
only officers are required to have college
degrees, it’s increasingly difficult to be
promoted to upper-level enlisted ranks
without a degree, she says.
Even for those who don’t plan to
stay in the military as a career, college
courses allow soldiers to earn promotion
points that help them climb the lower
ranks at a faster pace.
Despite the challenges of taking online
college classes while at war, a number of
soldiers actually find it easier to study
while deployed. Workdays are long, but
once they end, entertainment options
are minimal. There are no family obligations, and with cafeterias to provide
meals, and a laundry service, the chores
of everyday living rarely interfere.
Sergeant Britton, the reintegration analyst, is 80 credit hours into her degree. She
hopes to get a master’s degree in teaching
so she can become a middle-school history teacher when she leaves the Army.
Like many soldier-students here,
she usually takes about two courses a
semester. The Army offers $4,500 a
year in tuition assistance, which most
service members say is enough to cover
TATIONED
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During her free time in Afghanistan, Staff Sgt. Tausha Britton
works out at the gym and takes online courses toward a degree in early
European history.
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field who take online courses is still considerable.
On most U.S. military bases in Iraq
and Afghanistan, service members have
regular Internet access and can receive
textbooks through the mail within a
week or two. At more-remote locations,
Internet access, and sometimes even
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electricity, is often sparse. As expected, online college enrollment is higher
among soldiers at larger bases, with
more-developed infrastructure.
Those who serve in combat, such
as infantry soldiers, often spend long
stretches off base on missions, making it difficult for them to find time to
study. They might spend weeks or even
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months living in abandoned buildings or
fields with computers available only to
support military operations. And when
not on missions, they might spend long
days wearing 100 pounds of equipment
as they scramble up mountainsides and
patrol deserts in 120-degree heat, only
to return to base to stand guard for several hours.
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their education costs. As an added incentive for students to complete their
degrees before leaving the military,
tuition-assistance money used while
on active duty is separate from the GI
Bill. Under the new GI Bill, adopted
after 9/11, soldiers who do not use the
GI Bill benefits can transfer them to a
spouse or dependent.
Last month, though, the Marine
Corps announced that it had cut tuition assistance by 80 percent, to $875
per year, for those taking courses during off-duty time. That amount roughly covers the average class load taken
by Marines, the Corps said. There is
speculation that other branches of the
military will take similar actions.
The issue of tuition assistance for
military members has attracted government scrutiny recently, and was the
subject of a Congressional hearing in
September (The Chronicle, Sept. 21).
Defense Department officials plan to
expand oversight of for-profit college
programs—many of which offer online
courses—used by recipients of tuition
aid. The scrutiny comes at a time when a
Senate panel and the Education Department are questioning the high studentloan default rates and recruiting tactics
of the for-profit sector.

ment, he hopes to finish his associate degree in business administration by the
end of his current deployment.
“What else am I going to do after
work here?” he says. “And when I’m at
home, I have other things to do with my
family after work.”
Whatever their motivation for taking
courses, soldiers here say that perhaps
more than anything, studying provides

a welcome distraction from the day-today stress of war.
Although Army Sgt. Andrew Pruitt already has a bachelor’s degree in philosophy,
with a specialization in liberation theology,
he says he regularly takes online classes on
subjects that include theology and physiology because he has a passion for learning.
“If I just do my normal job, it limits
my worldview,” says Sergeant Pruitt, a
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Tom A. Peter is a freelance reporter based
in Afghanistan.
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HE DEMAND for college courses
among members of the military
is strong enough that on several of the largest bases here, a
handful of institutions offer classes with
professors actually on site.
At Bagram Air Base, about 90 minutes
north of Kabul, the huge military facility, surrounded by farmland, has grown
into a city arguably more developed than
Kabul itself. Although the surrounding
mountains are visible from the base,
there is little trace of Afghanistan inside the compound. In addition to tango
classes, a coffee shop, and a salon that
offers massages among its services, Bagram also has a small college campus,
where the University of Maryland University College, Central Texas College,
and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University offer courses in classrooms adjacent
to a tiny strip of electronics and souvenir
shops. Across Afghanistan, Maryland’s
University College alone offers about
50 classes to more than 1,000 students
each term.
Many students who take traditional
college courses in Afghanistan say that
they’ve taken online courses as well, but
that they prefer the classroom setting
when that option is available.
“For me it’s easier than taking courses
on the Internet. I have problems with
the Internet here,” says Pat Latham, an
Air Force technical sergeant who is tak
taking a business course at Bagram through
Maryland’s University College. By day he
is responsible for security on the base.
Carey White, an Army Chief Warrant Officer, Three, says he takes college
courses—and only those taught in classrooms— only while deployed. Building
on coursework from his previous deploy-

medic stationed in Paktika Province, in
the southeastern part of Afghanistan.
“By taking classes, it allows me to kind
of escape the pressures of my job, and it
puts pressures elsewhere in my head.
“It’s a break,” he says, “but a different
type of break.”
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6 Online Learning Trends

1

4

More Community Colleges and Non-Selective
Institutions Offer Online Classes
Percentage of college presidents who say that their institution offers online courses

BY INSTITUTION TYPE
Community colleges

82%

Research universities

Compared with courses
taken in the classroom

79%

Liberal-arts colleges

61%

51%

BY SECTOR
86%

Least selective
80%

Moderately selective
Most selective

51%

Note: Based on survey of college presidents. Selectivity categories based on Barron’s Profile of American Colleges 2011.

2

General
Public Says
Online
Courses Offer
Lesser Value

source: Pew Research Center

The Share of Students Who Learn Online
Has Tripled in a Decade
Online enrollment as a percentage of students taking at least one online course, 2002-9

Fall 2009:
29.3%

30%

20%

Fall 2002:
9.6%

29%

10%

0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

source: Babson Survey Research group

3

Presidents Are Split on Value
of Learning Online
Results of a Pew Research Center survey in response to the question: Generally speaking, do you
believe a course taken online provides an equal educational value compared with a course taken
in person in a classroom?

NO | YES
All presidents

4-yr. private

48%

51%

62%
4-yr. public

36%
48%

2-yr. private/public
For-profit

50%
34%

45%

66%
54%

Note: Based on survey of college presidents. Don’t know/refused responses not shown
source: Pew Research Center
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College
presidents

General
public

Note: General-public figure is from a
telephone survey conducted on landline and
cellphones March 15-29, 2011. College
presidents figure is from a Web survey
conducted March 15-April 24, 2011.
source: Pew Research Center
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5

Online
Learning at
2-Yr. Colleges
Is Diverse

6 15%

Presidents See Growth Potential for Online Learning

Percentage of college presidents saying ...
Currently: Most students have
taken a class online

50%

10 years from now: Most
students will take classes online

Note: Based on survey of college presidents. Reflects percentage who said 51% or more of their students have taken a course online.

source: Pew Research Center

STUDENT DEMAND
Adminstrators report
that demand for online
learning exceeds
offerings

32%
report
demand is
being met

68%
report that
demand
exceeds
offerings

BE SMART

CHOOSE THE NUMBER ONE

E-TEXTBOOK

PLATFORM
TRADITIONAL AND
NONTRADITIONAL
Younger, tech-savvy
traditional students
and older, motivated
nontraditional students
will embrace online
learning

Delivering digital content to more than 1.6 million users on
6,000 campuses in 180 countries, VitalSource® is the preferred
and most used e-textbook platform in higher education today.

50% are
traditional age
(18-25)

50% are
nontraditional
age (26+)

GENDER
More women take
online classes

WWW.VITALSOURCE.COM
37%
male
63%
female

source: Instructional Technology Council
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OPINION

How Technology Can Improve
Online Learning—and Learning in General
By ROBERT W. MENDENHALL

A

s president of a nonprofit, online university I am often
asked about the quality of online learning. The answer is
that the quality of education is largely independent of the
mode of delivery. Other variables are far more important.
There is high-quality online learning, and there is highquality classroom learning, just as there is low-quality learning in
both settings.
Several recent studies support this observation: A report from the
American Enterprise Institute called “Diplomas and Dropouts” documented the wide disparity in graduation rates across 1,300 traditional
colleges and universities, even between those with similar admissions
criteria and students. The Washington Monthly’s 2010 College Guide
listed 50 “dropout factories”—all bricks-and-mortar institutions with
graduation rates from 5 percent to 20 percent. A 2010 meta-analysis
and review of online-learning studies, published by the U.S. Department of Education, concluded that online learning was as good as or
slightly more effective than traditional face-to-face instruction.
Since most online education is simply classroom instruction delivered through the Internet, it isn’t surprising that the learning outcomes are roughly the same. Most colleges, including online institutions, have yet to find ways to use technology to really transform education. Most online courses are still taught in a virtual “classroom”
by a professor or instructor, have a defined schedule for covering the
curriculum, and are conducted over a set number of weeks. Rather
than debating whether classroom education is better than online edu-
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cation, we should be looking for ways to use technology to improve
the overall quality of higher education.
How should we measure quality? While retention and graduation
rates are important metrics, placing too much emphasis on these factors may well backfire. Not long ago, in a meeting with their governor, the public-college presidents of one state told the governor that
if he wanted higher graduation rates, they would simply raise admissions standards. Other colleges that face pressure to raise graduation
rates may leave admissions standards in place but make the curriculum less rigorous. If the focus is on default rates for federal aid, colleges will simply not admit those who are less likely to repay loans (in
many cases the very people financial aid was designed to help). Quality does not lend itself to government regulation because there is no
simple metric.
Recent criticism of graduation rates in some online-learning programs fails to take into account the student population of these online
institutions. Comparing graduation rates in online learning programs
that serve primarily older, working adults to the rates at a college that
enrolls 18- to 22–year–olds is not valid. In late September, Complete
College America, a nonprofit group pushing for higher graduation
rates, put out a comprehensive report showing that only 27 percent of
full-time students age 25 or older at entry graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in six years. For older part-time students the number dropped
to 10.6 percent (substantially lower percentages than for younger stuContinued on Following Page
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dents, minority students, or low-income students). In other words, our
traditional institutions typically aren’t serving this population of older
students any better than fully online institutions.
The same argument can be made for higher default rates on student
loans for this population of students, whether in face-to-face or online
programs: Those who don’t graduate are less likely to pay back their
loans.
Another quality issue raised for online-learning institutions is how
they know when their students are “attending class,” and how they
measure the amount of time students spend studying. The same questions can be asked on campuses—especially for general-education
classes with 100-plus students, where attendance is never taken (nor
should it be, I believe). The most important aspect of this issue is the
actual relevance of time in class: Can students gain the knowledge
they need to be successful through other means? We will make great
strides in quality when we define and measure
learning outcomes independent of time.
Accreditation is sometimes used as a measure
of quality. Even though accrediting organizations
are beginning to shift their approach, too often
they measure quality by looking at inputs—the
degrees held by faculty members, faculty-student
ratios, library resources, and even the curriculum
itself (but rarely mastering that curriculum). The
U.S. News & World Report rankings also measure
inputs, among them exclusivity (the smaller the
percentage of students admitted and the higher
their SAT scores, the better); reputation among
peers; and expenditures per student (the higher the spending and the
lower faculty-student ratios, the better—which actually encourages
less productivity and more limited access).
Our world-class research institutions are generally measured on
the quality of their research and faculty, but most other colleges and
universities, including online universities, are evaluated on the quality
of teaching and learning. Accurate assessment of quality requires multiple measures—all of them measures of outputs rather than inputs.

The real question
of quality in online
learning is the
question of quality
in higher education.

A

t my institution, Western

Governors University,
quality begins by defining—in collaboration with industry councils—what graduates should know and be able
to do. We call these skills competencies. Each of our
50 degree programs has a set of competencies. We then
develop assessment tools (tests, performance tasks, projects, papers,
etc.) to measure these competencies, and students must demonstrate
they have mastered all of the competencies to graduate. The grading
of competencies is separate from the teaching (Western Governors
employs a team of graders) to avoid any conflict of interest, and exams
are proctored. The competencies are then checked in several ways.
Where possible, we utilize third-party assessments to measure learning. This includes licensure exams for teachers and nurses, information-technology certification exams for IT students, the Society for

Human Resource Management exam for graduates in that field, and
so on.
We then conduct annual third-party studies of both graduates and
employers. We ask whether our graduates have all the competencies
required for their jobs, how they compare with graduates of other
universities, and how they rank as employees. We ask graduates and
employers how satisfied they are and whether they would recommend
Western Governors to others. Of course we measure retention and
graduation rates; we actually report monthly on students who are on
track for on-time graduation.
We also conduct a student satisfaction survey twice a year, and
participate in the National Survey of Student Engagement annually,
allowing us to make comparisons with other institutions. The combination of all these measures of quality allows us to evaluate how we
are doing and where we can improve. The results are published in an
annual report, available on our Web site.

T

of quality in online learning is the
question of quality in higher education. Quality is not
just how many people graduate, but what those graduates
know. Quality is also related to how long it takes, and
how much it costs, to deliver that learning. The United
States is falling behind the world in the percentage of adults with
college degrees. By that measure of quality, all of higher education needs to improve. One of the keys to that improvement will be
more effective use of technology. Technology has fundamentally
changed the productivity of every industry in America except education. In nearly all of higher education, it is an add-on cost. We
know that learners come to higher education knowing different
things and that students each learn at different rates. By using the
technology to teach—to deliver the content of a course—we are
able to free students to study what they need to learn, and to do so
at their own pace.
Learning becomes the constant and time becomes the variable,
rather than holding time constant and letting the learning vary. In an
online environment that truly takes advantage of technology, the faculty role may change from delivering content to mentoring students.
By using technology to measure learning, we can actually determine
what students know and can do, rather than how long they spend in
class. Technology allows us to fundamentally change the model to
individualize learning, and in so doing improve learning and reduce
costs. At Western Governors, for example, the average time to graduation with a bachelor’s degree is 30 months, and the university is selfsustaining on tuition of $5,800 a year for nearly all of our programs.
All education, whether delivered face-to-face or online, should be
judged on the same basis: educational results. That is, is it high quality, effective, and affordable? All institutions, online and traditional,
need to do a better job of measuring and improving quality. Our nation needs greater productivity and higher quality from all our institutions of higher education.
he real question

Robert W. Mendenhall is president of Western Governors University.

No Tuition? No Problem.
By SHAI
RESHEF
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A

fter years of

developing for-profit higher-education companies specializing in online technologies, a couple of years ago I started the nonprofit
University of the People to offer tuition-free, easily
accessible online college courses in business and computer science.
We charge nominal processing fees of $10 to $100, depending
on the income levels of the 120 countries where our 1,200 students
live. We keep software platforms basic, so that whether students
are doing their coursework at an Internet cafe in Indonesia, at a
nonprofit computer center in Haiti, or on a no-frills cellphone in
Zambia, they can do their readings and finish their assignments
with minimal bandwidth, reception, and hassle. We’ve done this on
a budget of several million dollars with the help of volunteer profes-
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sors. And we hope to expand our grant support, our enrollment, and
our course offerings.
We’re well aware that what we’re delivering, compared with what’s
needed, is just a drop in the bucket. And if we serve as a catalyst and
perhaps a model for other institutions to offer similar opportunities,
or help support them, that might be the most important contribution
we can make. So take my business plan, please!
At an ever-faster pace, the world is moving toward globalized,
knowledge-based economies. Tertiary education—not just elementary and secondary—is critically important for economic growth.
We need to invest in higher education that’s accessible and affordable
across socioeconomic strata.
President Obama recognized that it’s in the United States’ interest
to have universal educational access for all qualified students. How-
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ever, traditional colleges are not set up to efficiently juggle places and
prices to provide education that’s scalable and affordable. Conventional wisdom has been that democratizing access is a pipe dream. But
with rapidly evolving technologies, it’s not.
Don’t get me wrong. Most elite institutions should remain
elite. Top research universities lead society and should probably
continue to serve only a limited number of students. But other
colleges and universities, the vast majority of them, can provide
other options. College access should be a basic right—not only to
make our promise of equal opportunity a reality, but also to enable society to profit from, instead of wasting, the talents, hard
work, innovation, and productivity of the young people who are
denied access today.
And existing bricks-and-mortar colleges will benefit from breaking down barriers to access. Under current structures, even if those
colleges were to accept the ideal of accessibility, they wouldn’t be able
to to absorb the corresponding influx of students. To increase the
proportion of students in the United States higher-education system
from the current 70 percent of high-school graduates to 100 percent,
as President Obama urges, would require close to a 50-percent increase in capacity.
Under traditional models, that would mean some 50 percent
more buildings, 50 percent more classroom seats, 50 percent more
faculty, 50 percent more dorm rooms, and 50 percent more administrative positions. Moreover, costs would have to drop radically.
Few traditional colleges could carry out such growth while simultaneously slashing tuition. Nor can we expect taxpayers to bear the
costs of such explosive growth within the traditional educational
model.
Fortunately, there is a sustainable, adaptable solution—the one the
University of the People is modeling. Using open-source technology,
open educational resources, peer-to-peer learning, and volunteer professors vastly decreases costs. With the possible exception of the volunteer professors, all of its components can be adopted within traditional
institutions to accommodate more students at vastly lower costs.
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Integration of at least some parts of our model would be realistic
and inexpensive. But if traditional colleges find it difficult to assimilate such methods into existing curricula, they should consider supporting such programs that do what they cannot.
So far, only a few colleges have embraced such projects. The most
noteworthy pioneer is New York University, which entered into a
partnership with us to consider bright University of the People students for transfer to NYU—combining the benefits of our program’s
far-reaching access with NYU’s extraordinary quality.
New York University shouldn’t be the exception, though. Traditional colleges will better fulfill
their mission if they assist opendoor institutions, because:
n Equal educational access increases the level of knowledge in
society and benefits everyone.
n Cheaper alternatives for those
who cannot afford high prices will
make it easier for traditional research universities and other colleges to continue to charge more
for those students who can afford
them.
n And cooperating traditional
colleges can identify highly talented students who otherwise might be
overlooked.
Even if they can’t throw their online doors wide open, colleges can,
and should, stand in solidarity with institutions that do, such as the
University of the People. President Obama’s vision of college for all
is beautiful. With a little boldness and innovation, we can make it a
splendid reality.

The University of the People
uses open-source technology,
peer-to-peer learning,
and volunteer professors
to vastly decrease costs.

Shai Reshef is founder and president of the nonprofit, online University of
the People (www.uopeople.org). Previously, he chaired the educational-services company Kidum Group and its subsidiary KIT eLearning.
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Let’s Deregulate Online Learning
By BURCK SMITH

Burck Smith is founder and chief
executive of StraighterLine, which offers
college courses online, and founder and
former chief executive of Smarthinking,
which offers online tutoring. He is a
member of the American Enterprise Institute’s Higher Education Working Group.
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and for-profit colleges profit, usually handsomely, from providing online
courses. While aggregated
data on cost and revenue are difficult
to find, all the recent online-learning
business models point to substantial
profit margins.
The quick growth of for-profit colleges results from recognition that an online course can be priced as if it had the
same overhead as a face-to-face course,
when it has almost none. Nonprofit colleges use the same tactic when offering
prestige-label online degree programs in
conjunction with private-sector providers who share the tuition revenue. Colleges running separate online divisions
usually transfer their profits back to the
main campus, thereby using revenue derived from online students to subsidize
campus-based expenses.
But doesn’t developing online programs require substantial up-front investment? you ask. They did, once, but
the plummeting price of learning software and digital content, and the rise of
cloud computing, make start-up costs
OTH NONPROFIT
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very low, particularly when amortized
across the scale of an online course.
So, if all colleges act like for-profits
when it comes to online learning, why
are nonprofits considered, well, nonprofits?
Let’s think back to the mid-20th century, when accreditation first became
the gatekeeper for students’ eligibility
for government grants and credit. At
the time, the basic economic model
of a university was, more or less, the
same that it had been since the 1500s.
Because subject-matter experts were
scarce and real-time communication
options were limited, it made sense to
build impressive campuses to attract
professors and enable teaching. With
such large fixed costs, adding a few
more professors was relatively cheap.
A critical mass of professors attracted a
critical mass of students, who attracted
more professors, and so on.
That model—substantial fixed costs
with low marginal costs (the cost to
offer one more class)—is the economic
model that was “hard-wired” when colleges’ accreditation status and revenue

streams were inextricably linked. Because the strongest signals of value in a
high-fixed-cost model are the physical
plant and faculty credentials, accreditation mostly measures variables related
to those. Because student mobility was
quite limited, standards governing the
transfer of credits were unnecessary.
All that worked—for a long time.
But online learning has a fundamentally different economic structure.
Real-time and speedy synchronous and
asynchronous communication options
abound. The location of the professor
and the student is irrelevant. Content
can be cheap or free. The price of the
software that enables such learning
experiences is plummeting. Courses are
mobile, so students don’t have to be.
Online education is characterized
by extremely low fixed costs and low
marginal costs. Without having to
carry the overhead of a face-to-face
course, online courses should, more
or less, cost only as much as the professor’s labor. However, almost all colleges—for-profit and nonprofit—price
online courses the same as or higher
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than their face-to-face courses. When
state support is added to tuition and
fees, the price is frequently 10 to 20
times higher than the professor’s labor
costs. In theory, such sweeping profit
margins would quickly disappear as
competitors move into a market. However, an accreditation system tailored
to a high-fixed-cost business model,
postsecondary education’s dependence
on taxpayer-supported financial aid,
and the reluctance of colleges to honor
courses taken elsewhere conspire to
restrain course-level price competition,
keeping prices to online students much
higher than they should be.

that government funds are being used
appropriately. One solution is to shift the
financial risk of supporting online courses entirely to private lenders. Or, if the
public chooses to stimulate the private
market, subsidize some portion of the
loan to deserving populations. As with
Gainful Employment rules, but far more
efficient, private lenders would quickly
determine what combination of student
characteristics, online programs, and interest rates represent a good investment.
The question of whether online

learning is worthy of college credit has
been implicitly settled. Thousands of
accredited colleges offer online courses,
and there is nothing to distinguish
an online course from a face-to-face
course on a student’s transcript.
The obvious next question is why
isn’t it cheaper? The answer is that online learning has been shoehorned into
a financial and quality-assurance model
that does not fit its economics. When
online learning is regulated differently,
its price will plummet.

Let a hundred
providers bloom,
whether they be
colleges, companies,
professors, or some
combination
of the above.

I

regulatory model
is not appropriate for a product
with low fixed and low marginal
costs, what is? The answer for online learning might be no regulation—
or very little, anyway. Government intervention in private markets is usually
done to protect consumers, fix market
failures, protect local industries or,
possibly, foster an informed citizenry.
Of these, consumer protection, market
making, and fostering an informed citizenry are relevant to education.
But think about it. College tuition
has risen four times faster than inflation, grade inflation is rampant, studies
indicate that students are learning very
little, per-student debt is skyrocketing,
profit margins for online courses are
substantial, and the federal government
felt it necessary to reregulate already
accredited for-profit institutions. Given
all that, it’s hard to argue that the existing regulatory structure is protecting
customers.
Further, with starkly lower tuition resulting from marginal-cost pricing, the
financial risk to consumers could be—
should be—sharply reduced. Given that
there are hundreds of providers willing
to provide online courses to students,
the online learning market hardly needs
stimulation or protection. Anyone with
an Internet connection can access an
online course, so the real limit to educational accessibility is price.
To be sure, minimum consumer protection and quality-assurance standards
are necessary, but they would be far
more protective, accurate, and efficient
if they reflected a set of minimum expected outcomes around core generaleducation courses, rather than an allencompassing, input-focused evaluation
system. Put plainly: If a program is ef
effective, who cares how many Ph.D.’s it
touts among its administrators or how
grand its home office looks?
States or the federal government could
assess what is easily assessable—generaleducation and skills-based courses. For
courses and programs whose outcomes
aren’t as easily measurable, the market
does a much better job of determining
value. Let a hundred providers bloom,
whether they be colleges; companies like
mine, StraighterLine; single professors;
teams of professors; or, most likely, some
combination of all of these. Those that
offer the best product for the best price
will succeed, and the others will fail.
The remaining obstacle is ensuring
F THE EXISTING
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Assessment Changes
Online Teaching
From an Art
to a Science
By DIANE AUER JONES

O

provides
an unprecedented opportunity
to transform higher education
from an intuitive art to a datadriven science.
By increasing transparency and integrating continuous and systematic
quality assessment into a process that
once took place behind closed classroom
doors at the discretion of independentoperator professors, we have new opportunities to improve outcomes for
students who have been underserved or
excluded by traditional higher-education providers.
As we see in Complete College America’s 2011 report, “Time Is the Enemy,”
the challenges of working with nontraditional students are universal. Even
among the nation’s best public four-year
institutions, where large cohorts of traditional students post impressive graduation rates, lurking in the shadows are
vast numbers of nontraditional students
whose outcomes tell a very different
story.
It is highly unlikely that institutional
quality in the traditional sense is at
fault for the poor outcomes of parttime students at these institutions, since
presumably the strong-finishing traditional students are in the same classes
as those who fare less well. The problem
is that what makes for a prestigious institution doesn’t necessarily make for
an effective educational environment
for students who have a multitude of
challenges.
For example, the number of tenured
professors with terminal degrees may
be meaningless for the part-time student who depends upon the kindness of
neighbors to babysit her children while
she takes three buses to attend an evening class. For her, fewer trips to campus each week, or having instructors
who have practical experience, as opposed to those who have spent a lifetime
focused on scholarly pursuits, might be
critical to her success. Campus-based
clubs and better residential facilities
are unlikely to make this student feel a
greater attachment to her college community. And on-time graduation may be
the last thing this student cares about in
setting goals for her future.
Old proxies for quality don’t matter
for students who symbolize what the
authors of “Time Is the Enemy” call the
“new majority.”
NLINE EDUCATION
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Online programs and institutions are
positioned to develop new models for
serving and evaluating the quality of
education for these nontraditional students. At the core of the new models is a
systematic, long-term approach to quality assurance, coupled with an increasing reliance on advanced data-mining
techniques. Those tools will also allow
online institutions to measure quality
directly and continuously rather than
relying on a set of proxies that measure
inputs and outcomes but nothing in between. In other words, rather than see
the student go in one side of the college
box and then come out the other, either
by graduating or by dropping out, we
can open the box and monitor how well
each gear is turning to help the student
progress.
High-quality online providers rely on
teams—experts in the field, pedagogy
specialists, and technologists—to determine what skills are required for careers
in particular areas, to develop learning
objectives aligned with those skills, and
to create content that enables all students to meet those learning objectives.
Many produce standardized curricula
to ensure consistency across a program,
while others rely on adaptive technologies to provide options for learners
based on their individual learning style
and learning pace. Of primary importance is the opportunity for all students
to benefit from the collective wisdom of
an experienced team and to have access
to the full complement of learning resources, many of which are available at
the touch of a smartphone.
An example of such an adaptive learning environment is the award-winning
My Unique Student Experience, or
M.U.S.E., platform, an online contentdelivery system created by the company
for which I work, that allows students
to learn in the way that best supports
their preferred learning style. Students
can elect to experience course content
in multiple ways by clicking the “watch
it,” “hear it,” “read it,” or “explore it”
buttons.
Alternatively, the online technology
can automatically sequence the presentation of materials to best support the
individual student’s learning style based
on the preferences that student has indicated. It is not the professor in the front
of the room who decides how a particular piece of content will be delivered,
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but instead the student at the computer,
or the technology itself, that determines the sequence and methodology
of content delivery. Some students may
want to try an “explore it” activity first
and then go back to read text or listen
to a lecture to improve performance
in places where gaps were obvious.
Other students may wish to master the
content first, through reading or listening to lectures, and then test their new
knowledge through an “explore it” application.
To make adaptive learning effective, teams of faculty and instructional
designers must come together, on the
basis of their collective experience, to
anticipate where students may need additional help or greater challenge, and
to develop the content to support the
watch-it, hear-it, read-it, and exploreit choices. Faculty and practitioners
in the field understand what students
need to know, but pedagogy specialists
and technologists can help break information into more manageable parts
and enhance content delivery through
sophisticated simulations, the use of
avatars, or the integration of material from other sources, which may be
beyond the skill set of an individual
professor.
Faculty remain critically important,
but their focus moves from preparing lectures to monitoring data about

student participation and performance,
engaging in rich dialogue with individuals and groups of students, embellishing curricula where appropriate,
introducing supplemental resources,
and developing new content modules
to replace those that are generating less
than optimal results.
Feedback on the success of each
content module is almost immediate,
as opposed to the traditional setting,
where months might go by before the
professor recognizes that students did
not understand a concept. By then it
may be too late to figure out where the
curricular weaknesses are, or to help
students fill the gaps in their knowledge base. And some faculty may just
blame the failure on this year’s crop
of students and continue to deliver the
same material, in the same way, to next
semester’s class.
The quality of online curricula is
increasingly being examined through
sophisticated, systematic processes that
include routine “classroom” observations by third-party specialists as well
as constant monitoring of students’
activity in all of their courses. In the
online environment, instructors can
see the amount of time a student spends
learning content each day, can observe
the student’s patterns of participation,
and can identify at a more granular
level changes in student behavior that
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may serve as a warning sign of trouble
ahead.
With each student engaged in chatroom discussions, as opposed to a
classroom environment in which some
students may dominate the conversation and others rarely participate,
instructors have ample opportunity
to evaluate the quality and frequency
of each student’s participation, and to
challenge assumptions and identify errors that will get in the way of progress.
The online environment even provides
tools that allow instructors to understand what each individual contributed
toward a final group project.
Quality-assurance assessments
may also include measures of environmental factors, such as instructor
responsiveness, availability of online
library resources, timeliness of technical support, and ease of accessing
student-support services. Those
metrics may be far more important
to nontraditional learners than is the
research productivity of the faculty
or the number of volumes in a library
they will never visit.
Focused more on competencies than
on seat time, some online programs
track students’ incremental progress
through each content module and
learning objective. With the click of a
button, any student, his or her adviser,
or even a potential employer can see
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all of the work accomplished toward a
single learning objective. Students can
use this feature to review prior work or
archived class materials, and a student’s
intellectual growth and accomplishments can be evaluated on the basis of
an assessment of his or her entire portfolio. These portfolios are far more
informative than a cumulative GPA,
which may be an imprecise reflection
of the sum of potentially unrelated
parts.
For the first time in education history, evaluations of faculty performance
and content quality can routinely include an assessment of student performance in subsequent courses and even
on the job.
We are still early in this transformation, in which data trump opinion
and impression and anecdote. But
already it’s clear that these technologies offer tremendous potential for
ensuring that students who do graduate have mastered the requisite skills,
and that those who withdraw do so
for reasons unrelated to quality of
instruction or the availability of student-support services.

WVU is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action institution.
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A Social Network
Can Be a Learning Network
By DEREK BRUFF

My students’ papers
weren’t just academic
exercises. They
were expressions
of learning shared
with the world.
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AST FALL, for my first-year
writing seminar on the history and mathematics of
cryptography, I posted my
students’ expository-writing essays on
our course blog. The assignment had
asked students to describe a particular
code or cipher that we had not already
discussed—how it came to be, how it
works, how to crack it, who used it.
They described more than a dozen
codes and ciphers. It seemed a shame
that I might be the only one to read
such interesting content, so I asked the
students to read and comment on two
papers of their peers. The course blog
provided an ideal platform for that task.
About a week later, one of my students arrived at class excited. He had
Googled his paper’s topic (the “Great
Paris Cipher”) and saw that his paper
was the third result listed. He said, with
a little trepidation, “Some high-school
student is going to cite my paper!”
Another student asked if I had seen the
lengthy comment left on his blog post
by a cryptography researcher he had
cited. “That’s pretty cool that the guy
in my footnotes read my paper,” he said.
Research by Richard Light, the author and Harvard University scholar,
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and others indicates that when students
are asked to write for one another, they
write more effectively. This is perhaps
counterintuitive. Wouldn’t students do
their best work for those grading their
work? But students aren’t eager to be
seen as poor writers by their peers, so
they step up their game when writing
for other students. Also, they know that
their peers don’t understand the course
content as well as their instructors do,
so they tend to provide better explanations when writing for peers.
Since my course blog was on the
open Web, my students’ work could be
seen by others, including Google’s indexing robots and the cryptography researcher. As a result, my students ended
up writing for a much bigger audience.
The papers they wrote for my course
weren’t just academic exercises; they
were authentic expressions of learning,
open to the world as part of their “digital footprints.”
Sharing student work on a course
blog is an example of what Randall Bass
and Heidi Elmendorf, of Georgetown
University, call “social pedagogies.”
They define these as “design approaches for teaching and learning that
engage students with what we might

call an ‘authentic audience’ (other than
the teacher), where the representation of
knowledge for an audience is absolutely
central to the construction of knowledge
in a course.”
I’ve been taken by this idea of having students create work for “authentic
audiences.” Some instructors have
students create projects for external
clients, perhaps a proposal for a local
civil-engineering firm (as my Vanderbilt colleague Sanjiv Gokhale does) or a
coffee-table book for an animal-rescue
shelter (as does Rebecca Pope-Ruark,
of Elon University). External audiences
certainly motivate students to do their
best work. But students can also serve
as their own authentic audience when
asked to create meaningful work to
share with one another.
I find that the Internet makes it relatively easy to use a variety of social pedagogies. Whether you’re teaching an
online course or a hybrid course or just
adding a few bits of online learning to
a face-to-face course, you’ll find many
online tools that provide a natural way
to tap into the motivational effects of
social pedagogies to engage your students. Here are a few of them:
Social bookmarking. When you
save a Web site as a favorite or bookmark, it’s added to a list that stays
within that browser. Use another
computer, and you don’t have access
to that bookmark. When you use a
social-bookmarking service, you save
your bookmarks on that server, making them available to you wherever you
access the Web, and allowing you to
share them with others.
Ask your students to create accounts
on a social-bookmarking service and
to bookmark Web sites, news articles,
and other resources relevant to the
course you’re teaching. Create a unique
“tag” for your course and have your
students use it, so that their bookmarks
can be easily found. Ask students to
apply multiple tags to the resources
they bookmark, as a way to help them
locate their bookmarks quickly and to
prepare them for the kind of keyword
searching they’ll need to do when
using library databases. If you’re teaching a face-to-face or hybrid class, be
sure to spend some class time having
students share their latest finds, so they
can see the connections between this
work outside class and classroom discussions.
Students most likely won’t find this
difficult. After all, you’re asking them
to surf the Web and tag pages they like.
That’s something they do via Facebook every day. By having them share
course-related content with their peers
in the class, however, you’ll tap into
their desires to be part of your course’s
learning community. And you might
be surprised by the resources they find
and share.
Back channels. These days it’s common for academic conferences to have
back-channel conversations. While
keynote speakers and session leaders are
speaking, audience members are sharing highlights, asking questions, and
conversing with colleagues on Twitter.
Some might see this as distracting, but
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for many it’s a form of public note-tak
note-taking and active listening.
Ask your students to create accounts
on Twitter or some other back-channel tool and share ideas that occur to
them in your course. You might give
them specific assignments, as does the
University of Connecticut’s Margaret
Rubega, who asks students in her ornithology class to tweet about birds they
see. During a face-to-face class session,
you could have students discuss their
reading in small groups and share observations on the back channel. Or you
could simply ask them to post a single
question about the week’s reading they
would like to discuss.
A back channel provides students a
way to stay connected to the course
and their fellow students. Students are
often able to integrate back channels
into their daily lives, checking for and
sending updates on their smartphones,
for instance. That helps the class become more of a community and gives
students another way to learn from
each other.
Collaborative documents. You’ve
no doubt heard that Wikipedia is the
encyclopedia that anyone can edit.
Less well known is that every page in
Wikipedia has a parallel discussion
page, where those editing the page debate which edits to make. A Wikipedia
page on a popular topic is the synthesis
of dozens and sometimes hundreds of

contributors, a form of peer review.
Give your students assignments in
which they must collaboratively create
a document. You might set up a wiki
for your course, divide students into
groups, and ask each group to contribute something (an essay, research report, play, etc.). Aim for your students
to engage in the kind of editing and
revision that you do when you write
papers with colleagues. Wikis and
other platforms (such as Google Docs)
usually let you see what each person
contributed to the project, allowing you
to hold individual students accountable
for their work.
Collaborative documents need not
be text-based works. Sarah C. Stiles, a
sociologist at Georgetown, has had her
students create collaborative timelines
showing the activities of characters in
a text, using a presentation tool called
Prezi.com. I used that tool to have my
cryptography students create a map of
the debate over security and privacy.
They worked in small groups to brainstorm arguments, and contributed
those arguments to a shared debate
map synchronously during class.

O

engage in what Ken Bain, vice
provost and a historian at
Montclair State University,
calls strategic or surface learning, instead of the deep learning experiences
FTEN OUR STUDENTS

we want them to have. Deep learning
is hard work, and students need to
be well motivated in order to pursue
it. Extrinsic factors like grades aren’t
sufficient—they motivate competitive
students toward strategic learning and
risk-averse students to surface learning.

Social pedagogies tap into a motivation
often overlooked: people’s desire
to be part of a community
and to share what they know.
Social pedagogies provide a way to
tap into a set of intrinsic motivations
that we often overlook: people’s desire
to be part of a community and to share
what they know with that community.
My students might not see the beauty
and power of mathematics, but they
can look forward to participating in a
community effort to learn about math.
Online, social pedagogies can play an
important role in creating such a community. These are strong motivators,
and we can make use of them in the
courses we teach.
Derek Bruff is acting director of the Center
for Teaching and a senior lecturer in mathematics at Vanderbilt University.
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How can students
have an impact on
the world if we don’t
teach them to use
the primary tool
that makes such
an impact possible?

a
course called “Writing for
the Web,” three years ago,
I pictured myself scrambling to keep up with my plugged-in,
tech-savvy students. I was sure I was in
over my head. So I was stunned to discover that most of the 20-year-olds I
meet know very little about the Internet,
and even less about how to communicate
effectively online.
The media present young people as
the audacious pilots of a technological
juggernaut. Think Napster, Twitter,
Facebook. Given that the average 18year-old spends hours each day immersed in electronic media, we oldsters
tend to assume that every other teenager is the next Mark Zuckerberg. Aren’t
kids crazy about downloading music,
swapping files, sharing links, texting,
and playing video games?
But video games do not create savvy
users of the Internet. Video games
predate the Internet and have little to
do with online culture. When games
are played online, the computer is no
longer an open portal to the world. It is
an insular system, related only to other
gaming machines, like Nintendo and
Xbox. The only communication that
games afford is within the closed world
of the game itself—who is on my team?
At their worst, games divert children
from other, more enriching experiences. The Internet’s chief similarity to
video games is that both siphon off audiences from television, which will soon
reside exclusively on the Internet. As a
delivery system for television, film, and
games, the Internet has proved itself a
premier source of entertainment. And
that’s all that most young people know
about it.
Why wouldn’t we educate students
in sophisticated uses of the Internet,
which is commanding an increasing
amount of the world’s time and attention? I’m not talking about a course
on “How to Understand the Internet”
or an introduction to searching for legitimate research-paper sources online
(although that is useful, obviously). I’m
talking about the need for students to
understand and produce texts online—
essential skills for life beyond college.
Look at the strategic plan of any
American college and you will find an
emphasis on helping students “meet the
demands of the information age.”
Apparently many professors believe
that students’ ownership of laptops and
notebook computers guarantees that
they will learn all they need to know
about computers. But who is teaching
students how to write, say, a marketing
report or a historical overview for an
HEN I BEGAN TEACHING
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online readership? I am surprised at the
number of my colleagues who prohibit
the use of computers in their classrooms because they fear that students
will surf the Web during a lecture. An
absence of computers in the classroom
sends the message that computers are
ancillary to learning.
That misconception is due, in part,
to the fact that many faculty members
are baby boomers who didn’t need computer technology to succeed as professionals. Many of them see the computer
as a fancy typewriter, a means of sending memos, and, generally, a distraction. Students write papers on their
computers, but those papers are handed
in as hard copy. Never mind that the
world outside of college does very little
business with hard copy. In short, there
exists a gaping divide between the college classroom and the world outside,
where work and life thrive on the Internet.

H

OW CAN OUR STUDENTS

have an impact on the world
if we don’t teach them how
to use the primary tool that
makes such an impact possible? To be
fair, some important developments are
taking place in the digital humanities,
which aims to expand the notion of leContinued on Following Page
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gitimate research by including such
nonlinear sources as videos, digital images, and hyperlinks. Why not augment
texts with digital tools? And a number of
composition and rhetoric professors are
teaching digital literacy. But such efforts
remain marginal.
It seems clear that our increasingly
technological world demands technologically adept citizens. Start with the
simplest act of online communication:
e-mail. Recent studies have shown a
significant decline in e-mail use among
teenagers. Why? E-mail is for business, not entertainment and socializing.
Young people have abandoned e-mail
for text messaging.
I often hear faculty members complain about the ineptness of student
e-mails—whether as queries or as a
means of presenting proposals—but
few professors seek to rectify the situation by teaching effective online communication. They don’t seem to understand that e-mails are as important as
more formal correspondence is, even
though, ironically, the professors’ own
daily use of e-mails underscores that
reality.

H
What Works in
Lecture Capture
“I was concerned that
streaming courses
may encourage
absenteeism but the
attendance has been
100 percent, and
they are all viewing
the lecture as well. I think that is
remarkable. It tells me the students are
interested in going back for learning
purposes.”

“Mediasite levels the
playing field for the
distance students,
who are every bit as
good—and in many
cases better—than
campus students.
Learning via Mediasite, they do well
on exams, show tremendous insight on
projects and ask provoking questions.”

— Dr. Imran Currim
Chancellor’s Professor of Marketing
The Paul Merage School of Business
University of California, Irvine

— Dr. Douglas Montgomery
Regents Professor
Ira A. Fulton School of Engineering
Arizona State University

“The fact that we use
Mediasite for students
to do practice interviews, role playing,
peer critiques self and
faculty assessments
helps our students
stand out against other job candidates.
Of our students who go into the workforce, the job placement approaches
100 percent.”
— Deirdre Jones
Associate Director and Instructor
Schmidt School of Professional Sales
University of Toledo
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discipline-specific
computer teaching begin?
Let’s start with the fact that
every academic discipline
uses databases. Do your students know
how to gain access to those databases?
Do they know how to write articles that
might appear in them? Are they aware of
the ethical dimensions of placing information online?
Those studying social work, for example, should know that all client records
and reports can be subpoenaed. Socialwork students, therefore, need to be
aware of confidentiality laws. They also
need to know that any report submitted
online will remain online forever. There
is no such thing as expunging a record
from the Internet. That is just one of
countless examples of Internet protocol and online constraints that impinge
OW CAN

upon a student’s understanding of a particular field of study.
Every discipline now has an online
journal, blogs, and special-interest
Web sites. Until recently, online literary journals were considered inferior
to their print counterparts. That is no
longer the case. My students should
be reading online journals, but they
should also understand how an online
journal differs from a traditional print
journal. Online journals make use of
multimedia—video, audio, photos, chat
rooms—not available to print journals.
The rhetorical package online is very
different from the print version.
My students hope to write for online
journals in addition to or instead of
print journals. They may also have an
opportunity one day to edit an online
journal of their own. If they have not
studied the medium, if they have not
written in the style of online journals,
if they have not analyzed how online
journals are keyed to rhetorical aims
that are specific to the Internet, then
they will be unprepared for the field
they hope to enter after graduation.
American colleges sent 1.6 million graduates with bachelor’s degrees
into the world in the 2008-9 academic
year. Why would we not give them
every advantage? As we help students
strengthen their knowledge and ability
to write, read, and communicate effectively, we must prepare them for the
online cultures that will be central to
their private and professional lives.
Undergraduate writing majors at my
university end up in a variety of fields,
but they share at least one thing: Much
of their work finds and defines itself on
the Internet. That’s where readers go
and where markets reside. If using the
computer to write, read, and produce
texts is not yet central to their identity as professionals, it will be soon. It
should also be central to their education.
Ron Tanner is a professor of writing at
Loyola University Maryland.

‘Digital Natives’
Aren’t Necessarily
Digital Learners
By BRIAN COWAN

I

discussing Twitter with
a colleague at an academic conference back in 2009. “We have to
start using it,” he told me. I asked
why. His answer: “The kids are using
it.”
That argument underscores all that
I find wrong with the application of
technology in higher education. In recent years, professors have heard much
about the virtues and promise of new
REMEMBER

Get the full ebook at
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technologies, painted as the saviors of
an irrelevant higher-education system
that has grown out of touch with today’s
learners. It has reached the point that
some of us believe there is something
wrong with us if we do not adopt these
technologies in our teaching. But proponents of the new learning technologies seem to ignore the human side of
using them. They seem content simply
to shill for hardware and software com-
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panies, forgetting that just because we
can do something does not mean we
should.
I am a technophile. I believe strongly
in the effective application of a variety
of technologies to learning, and in
the benefits they can provide. I have
designed many online- and blendedlearning courses at my university.
However, every technology has both
strengths and weaknesses.
While technology has made huge
leaps in the past decade (not to mention
the past century), I believe the relationship between student and teacher has
changed very little since Aristotle’s day.
All technology does is offer us another
way of doing what has been done for
centuries. Where Aristotle may have
used a stick to draw in the dirt to demonstrate, today’s teacher uses a stylus
or cursor to draw in the digital dirt
of the computer display. Whichever
tool is used, the actual learning that
results depends totally on the skill of
the teacher and the motivation of the
student, not the technology involved.
Of the two, the student’s motivation
matters most.
There is no learning without pain,
Aristotle said. Regardless of which
technologies we use (or do not use), the
teacher’s goal is still to motivate, demonstrate, clarify, and reinforce. The
student’s goal is to be open to instruction, to understand, to memorize—to
learn. Technology will not make learning painless. It will not necessarily
make learning easy or fun. It can, however, make learning more accessible,
and, if properly applied, more effective.
To appreciate the proper application
of learning technology, we need to examine it within the context of human
behavior. To do that, we must dispel
many of the myths that have sprung up.
Among them:
Myth 1: Digital natives are auto
matically digital learners. For years
we have been told that students today
(and here I am talking about those age
18 to 24) are different. These “digital
natives” were born with digital spoons
in their mouths. They have grown up
with technology as a constant companion, and they outshine “digital immigrants” (those who were born before
the digital age, as I was) at every turn.
Several years ago, as a part-time
instructor of communication studies,
I decided that since I was dealing with
the digital generation, I would give
each student a single page of course
instructions during the first class. That
sheet included the URL for the course’s
Web site and instructions about how
to log on. The Web site was well prepared, with a course outline, interactive elements, and all lesson materials
needed to participate in the course. Yet
in the next-to-last class of the semester,
students were still asking basic administrative questions that had been clearly
explained on the Web site from the
beginning.
Using the technologies common
to digital natives did not make these
students digital learners. Granted,
they could download movies and music
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and play games. They could text one
another and Google. But they had no
idea how to work with their technology. That was the biggest difference I
noticed between the digital natives and
the digital immigrants.
Myth 2: Students prefer using
technology to learn. Information
accessed using the latest handheld
technology may be what students want,
but is it what they need? Even Marc
Prensky, the author and an educationalsoftware designer who coined the term
“digital native,” in 2001, wrote at the
time that today’s students “have little
patience for lectures, step-by-step logic,
and ‘tell-test’ instruction.”
This lack of patience and lack of
perseverance are two traits often mentioned in connection with the digital
generation. But when I was a young
adult, I didn’t have much patience or
perseverance, either. These two valuable characteristics must usually be
learned, but will students learn them if
we constantly kowtow to their demands

Learning depends
on the teacher’s skill
and the student’s
motivation, not
on the technology
involved.
for easy access to content? I don’t mean
to imply that we shouldn’t listen to students. Rather, we must consider carefully which ideas we adopt and which
we shelve. Otherwise we will become
more preoccupied with following the
latest trend than with addressing longterm need.
Myth 3: Cyberspace is the new
classroom. Traditional education
is based on cloistering student and
teacher away from the distractions of
everyday life. The classroom is a safe
place to read, listen, observe, discuss,
question, think—to learn. But today,
rather than schedule life around learning, as society has done for hundreds
of years, we want to schedule learning
around life. Learning becomes just one
more aspect of a busy life. We want to
package learning as something we do
whenever and wherever it is convenient,
believing that convenience will make it
more appealing.
This is not new. Long before they
had laptops and cellphones, some students used to read their textbooks on
the bus ride home. They did so not
because it was convenient, but because
they were motivated to learn. Making
learning more convenient by offering
material through cell-phone delivery,
for example, will not increase students’
motivation and perseverance.
Even when students do gain access

to content outside the classroom, the
spontaneity, discussion, and group
learning of the classroom setting can
never be duplicated online. There will
be a lag between question and answer.
Measured learning at the pace of the
group will not exist. Careful mentoring by a skilled teacher who can read
facial and body language will not
be possible. Gone will be the safety
and comfort factor of the classroom.
Without the minimal distraction zone
afforded by the classroom, students
will have to develop personal motivation, discipline, and organization—
traits that are not yet fully developed
in young adults.
Online teaching requires great
planning and organization. An online
teacher no longer teaches one class
of 60 but 60 classes of one. Potential
questions must be considered before
they arise. Faculty members who must
also juggle administrative and research
duties face growing pressure from students to be instantly available by phone,
e-mail, and instant messaging. Can
they also be expected to make content
instantly available in the myriad media
formats available today? Professors
need to choose the most useful media
for learning, and students need to
adapt, just as they did when all of them
had textbooks.
Myth 4: Today’s students are multi
taskers. Today’s digital natives are
often touted as masters of multitasking,
taking courses and doing homework
online while listening to TV, chatting
online, and talking on the phone. But
multitasking is no more generational
than ditching class in grade school for
the swimming hole, and no more effective than it ever was. Instead of multitasking, we multidistrict. That is why
the best place for study is still a quiet
room. Use any technology you want for
studying, but use only one at a time.

I

in technology in higher education when it is
suited to the content and based on
a true understanding of how learning and teaching occur. New learning
technologies afford us more opportunity to do that than ever before. Their
true promise lies not in their ability to
disseminate information, but in their
ability to combine previously disparate
media elements such as text, audio,
video, and animation into a seamless
flow of content.
If we fail to properly study and
evaluate these technologies, we will
soon find ourselves hurtling down the
technology highway at faster and faster
speeds, desperately trying to brake but
increasingly out of control. When we
eventually crash, the strongest supporters of the new learning technologies
will point their fingers and claim that
we were at fault, not the technology.
They will be right.
AM A FIRM BELIEVER

Brian Cowan is an instructional designer at
the Centre for Teaching and Learning at the
University of Windsor, in Canada, where
he has designed many online- and blendedlearning courses.
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Why I No Longer Teach Online
By NANCY BUNGE

I told my class
I could add online
work if students
requested it, but not
a single student
out of 147 did.

I

had no interest in online
teaching until a colleague who
shared my literary background
told me he used it to encourage
students to engage more deeply with
texts.
Since I teach general-education
courses that require challenging readings, I thought having students write
analyses and submit them online would
give them more involvement with the
text and me a sharper sense of what
they understood. So I signed up for
multiple online-teaching workshops,
and the following year I substituted a
weekly online lesson for about a fourth
of my classes.
I thought the courses went well.
During the fall semester in 2008,
students who were asked to evaluate
the online work responded positively,
maintaining a tactful silence about my
technological ineptitude. I might ask
them to analyze specific passages from
Immanuel Kant’s Groundwork of the
Metaphysics of Morals, then articulate
their own perspectives on his ideas,
providing evidence for their claims.
I also asked them to list a number of
central ideas from Martin Buber’s I and
Thou, to cite supporting passages from
the text, and to arrange these ideas
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into a logical sequence. The following
semester I participated in a seminar on
building blended courses and found
it invigorating. By the end of that
academic year, I expected to gradually
increase the online component of my
classes.
Over the summer of 2009, I attended
the Conference on Distance Teaching & Learning at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. I learned that
scholars had started looking critically
at online instruction to tease out the
approaches that genuinely work. Those
comments made me realize that although I had enjoyed experimenting in
my class, I had little confidence that my
innovations generated better work.
My students responded with mildly
encouraging remarks, not spectacular
results. But their generous reactions the
previous fall to my old-fashioned online
assignments (such as asking them to
analyze a passage of literature using an
idea from a philosophic work we read)
persuaded me that it made sense to use
online work to coax students to think
through texts on their own.
I continued to teach a quarter of my
course material online, but primarily I
had my students write analyses. But a
troubling pattern emerged in my two
“Philosophy in Literature” sections:
Students who attended class, did the
reading, and completed the online assignments seemed to enjoy the course
and found the online assignments useful. But too many students struggled
to complete the course requirements. I
wondered if adding the online material
had pushed students away. So I dropped
the online component the following
academic year.
I told my classes I could add online
work if students requested it, but not a
single student of the 147 enrolled in all
my classes asked for it. The same “Philosophy in Literature” classes that had
left me wondering the previous semester whether students could handle essential conceptual work went well. Both
years, students filled out online evaluations. Since many more filled them out
the second year, and the surveys posed
different questions, they fall far short of
a scientific sample. But the vastly different results are interesting.
I began teaching online because I
thought students would be more challenged writing about the texts on their
own than talking about them in class.
But in fact they thought they learned
more and were more challenged intellectually when the course had no online
component, even though the online
work involved substantial analysis.
Some 74 percent of those who took
the course without any regular online
assignments rated it as offering a higher-than-average intellectual challenge,
compared with 58 percent of those in a
course with an online component. Both
years, another question asked students
how much they had learned. Only 42
percent of those who had done online

work evaluated their learning in the
course as above average, compared with
63 percent in the course with no online
component.
The most interesting contrast shows
up in the comments: Those who liked
my course with the online modules
praised its organization, while students
in the course with no online component

talked about my enthusiasm, respect
for their opinions, and obsession with
making sure they understood the texts
and assignments—all traits beyond a
computer’s reach.
Studying my students’ reactions
reminds me that teaching well means
participating in a relationship with
them. Apparently, turning over a fourth
of the course to a computer weakened
the bond between us, even though
every week I wrote individual responses
to their online work. I wondered why
students gave me good evaluations the
first time I attempted online teaching.
Perhaps my blundering won them over.
I made many mistakes as I learned to
use the technology, so I e-mailed them
frequently and anxiously monitored
their reactions. They may have appreciated the same thing that students in my
traditional classes liked: my concern for
their learning.
Meanwhile, the debate over teaching online continues. A speaker at the
2011 Conference on Distance Teaching
& Learning, Allison Rossett, gave a
keynote address called “e-Learning: So
Much Talk, So Little Action.” Its description on the conference’s Web page
begins, “Recent studies show a decrease
in classroom learning and an increase
in e-learning.”
As people like those honest souls at
the Madison conference keep evaluating technology’s impact, perhaps they
will eventually find a way to invest its
processes with the sense of shared humanity that binds together students and
teachers in successful classes. Until that
moment arrives, I’ll leave online teaching to others.
Nancy Bunge is a professor of writing, rhetoric, and American culture at Michigan State
University.
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From Homeric Writings
to Cellphone Forensics,
Some Favorite Online Resources
Ari Kohen, associate professor of social

justice and political science, and director,
Forsythe Family Program on Human Rights
and Humanitarian Affairs, U. of Nebraska
at Lincoln.
I originally purchased my iPad so that
I could eliminate paper in my classes
and in my conference presentations.
Instead of carrying around pages and
pages of lectures notes or papers, I could
just put everything on the iPad. At the
same time, I was also working on a book
(which I’ve just completed and sent
out for review) on classical heroism in
Homer and Plato.
One of the apps I discovered was called
Imaging the Iliad. It combines digital
images of the Venetus A manuscript of
Homer’s Iliad (the oldest complete copy
in existence) with an English translation
of the text. Having this app allowed me
to look closely at the specific word choices that Homer made and then consider
whether the translations that are most
commonly used best capture the ideas
Homer wanted to get across to the reader
about heroes like Achilles and Odysseus.

them. It also might encourage them to
speak up in class by allowing them to start
the discussion before class even begins
and by giving them additional insight into
the opinions of their classmates.

Mary Spataro, director, Center for Innovative Teaching, Seton Hill U.
Seton Hill University is committed
to using technology, especially mobile
technology, to advance student learning,
in part through the Elite professionaldevelopment program for faculty and the
Griffin Technology Advantage program
for students.
The Elite program teaches faculty
members how to maximize educational
use of mobile technologies, iPad apps,
and Web 2.0 tools. They receive MacBook Pro laptops and participate in
training throughout the year, exploring
ways to expand the classroom beyond
four walls. For example, teachers develop
video documentaries about historic buildings and use apps, such as Corkulous, to
help teach writing. When they finish the
Elite program, faculty redesign a course,
integrating technology and interactive
learning experiences.
The Griffin Technology Advantage
puts a MacBook Pro laptop and an iPad
into the hands of every full-time student.
Students take advantage of interactive
Continued on Following Page

our vision

The Chronicle asked professors what
Web resources they’ve found most useful
in teaching and research. Here are
excerpts from some of their answers.

What might have taken many hours in
a library—or what might have required
travel to a library with copies of certain
manuscripts—I could now do at my desk,
or even on my couch.
For my contemporary-political-theory course, I created a separate account
on Twitter, and I required my students
to set up accounts of their own and to
“follow” the class account. I post questions there a few times a week, generally before and after each class. And
students can then choose to answer the
questions, ask one another questions,
and generally discuss the readings with
one another. No one is required to participate; in fact, after setting up their
accounts in the first week, students
need not ever use Twitter again. That
said, I encourage them to participate
because my sense is that there are some
very real benefits to doing so. Twitter can break down barriers between
people who are generally perceived to
be far away from us in some way, like
professors might seem to students, by
allowing students some access to the
thoughts, ideas, or even day-to-day
activities of professors. In this way, I
hope to become even more accessible to
my students.
Additionally, I believe that using Twitter allows quieter students to participate
in ways that might seem less daunting to
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electronic texts, such as those at Inkling.
Language students create podcasts with
GarageBand.
Students on clinical rotations may record
data on their mobile devices and upload the
information to a central system. Biology
majors use the iPad to record and then analyze lab data. Students across majors have
been adding multimedia components, like
podcasts or videos, to their assignments.
To make sure the infrastructure can
support all these uses, the university upgraded its wired/wireless data system to
provide constant gigabit Ethernet capability to each user’s desktop, secure wireless
connectivity for mobile devices, and traffic
prioritization for seamless Voice Over
Internet Protocol technology across 25
campus buildings in three locations.

John Bukowski, professor

of mathematics, Juniata College.
As a math historian, I have been excited
to see the increased availability of original
sources online over the past decade or
so. Two resources stand out for me. One
is the Euler Archive, a collection of the
many works of the famous 18th-century
mathematician Leonhard Euler. The site
contains a searchable database of Euler’s
works, with translations of some of the
papers. I have used the archive for some of
my own research, and I occasionally use
it in my mathematics classes. The Euler

Archive was developed by two graduate students at Dartmouth, and it is now
hosted by the Mathematical Association of
America (eulerarchive.maa.org). Another
site I find very useful is Gallica (gallica
.bnf.fr), a digital archive maintained by the
French National Library. While this site
contains documents from a wide variety of
subjects, I find a lot of interesting historical mathematics there.

Darren Hayes, chair, Computer Informa-

tion Systems, Seidenberg School of Computer
Science and Information Systems, Pace U.
The field of computer forensics is rapidly evolving. On average, there is roughly
one new cellular telephone every three
days, and Gartner research has predicted
that media tablet sales will more than triple in 2011 to 63.6 million units. Because
the array of mobile devices is so diverse,
for a multitude of diverse technologies,
academics have become increasingly
reliant on online resources to keep their
students apprised of the latest methods of
forensic analysis. Every time a new Apple
device is released, there are changes in that
device’s operating system and programs.
The Apple Examiner (appleexaminer
.com), owned and maintained by the Mac
forensics expert Ryan R. Kubasiak, is an
excellent resource for finding out the latest developments. Even more invaluable
information can be acquired by joining
online groups on services like LinkedIn.

For those interested in computer forensics,
these groups include Cyber Crime 101,
Future Crimes, NYC4SEC, and iPhone
Forensics. Online digital-forensics organizations like SWGDE (swgde.org) and
SANS (sans.org) produce terrific white papers. And students like YouTube and other
video tutorials, too.

John Spurlock, professor of history,

Seton Hill U.
Although I have yet to incorporate digital
archives into my research, I make use of
them in several of my classes. The best
example is my course on World War II.
Because this course is both online and on a
compressed schedule (seven weeks), I give
students a choice of preset research topics
that come with easily accessed online resources. The unit on Holocaust perpetrators
makes use of the Yad Vashem Holocaust Resource Center’s site. The unit dealing with
the motivation for serving in the armed
forces directs students to the Rutgers Oral
History site (oralhistory.rutgers.edu).
As part of “New Nation,” a course on
the Revolutionary era, there’s a unit on
Native Americans, and groups trace the
relations among various tribes and the
government using treaties between the
United States and the Indian nations.
Those pacts are collected in “Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties,” provided by
Oklahoma State University, at digital.
library.okstate.edu/kappler/Vol2/Toc.htm.
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I, For One …

By PatrIck Berry
32
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
43
44
46
48
49
50

Across
1 World’s largest
7
15
16
17
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convenience-store chain
___ & Evelyn
(body-product brand)
Where a Cartesian
graph’s axes meet
Put faith in
Dots on a railway map

18 Passenger steamer that sank

in a 1915 disaster
Travels in a lane, maybe
Rain-forest dweller
In the past
Goddess credited
with inventing spinning
and weaving
26 Rolling while grounded
30 Cannoli filler
19
21
22
25

53
55
56
57
58
60
64
68
69
70
71

Aristocratic title
Leaves in the pot
Craft workers
Garrison’s hand puppet
on South Park
Road-atlas abbr.
Director of M
and Metropolis
Date of this puzzle’s
publication, briefly
Political comedian Mort
Game with sets and runs
Surrealist who painted
“Forest and Dove”
Lowry of children’s lit
The Golden ___
(Apuleius novel)
Ending for beat or neat
Point farthest from the
moon in a satellite’s orbit
Islam minority
Ring decisions, for short
Mystery novelist Stout
Altdorf’s canton
Send in
In working order
License
Musical instrument
that can weigh several tons
Work from Beethoven’s
“middle period”
Area that separates the nave
from the sanctuary
Like a hendecagon
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Down
1 Garden-shop purchase
2 Poetic preposition
3 Red-carpet walker
4 They’re big among bigwigs
5 Lamebrain
6 “No, really, this one’s

51
52
54
55

on me”

7 Leafy garnish
8 The Crying Game actor

Stephen

59

9 Ancient French region
10 Daywork for actors
11 Old Western Union

60
61
62
63
65

12
13
14
20

66
67

22
23
24
27
28
29
31
32
36
39
42
43
45
47

message
Nutritional amt.
Large timeline segment
Cessation
TLC reality show about
Floridian tattoo artists
Fly ball’s path
Like pigtails
2001 heist film
with two sequels
Last possible moment
Glengarry Glen Ross
film studio
Author of The Beggar’s Opera
Make the last payment on
Miso-soup mushroom
New York’s Jacob ___ Park
War heads
Sum total
Dental administration?
Laughably silly
“I can remember when

the air was clean and ___
was dirty”: George Burns
Ancient city excavated
by Karl Weber
Basketmaker’s twigs
Early Italian capital
16th-century Ecumenical
Council site
Counselor aboard
the Enterprise
United Nations Day mo.
Scorecard figure
Part of B.C.E.
Cut off
___-Cities (Dallas-Fort
Worth suburbs)
Swelling reducer
Smattering
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